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Abstract
Large collections of medical images have become a valuable source of knowledge,
taking an important role in education, medical research and clinical decision making.
An important unsolved issue that is actively investigated is the efficient and effective
access to these repositories.
This work addresses the problem of information retrieval in large collections
of biomedical images, allowing to use sample images as alternative queries to the
classic keywords. The proposed approach takes advantage of both modalities: text
and visual information. The main drawback of the multimodal strategies is that
the associated algorithms are memory and computation intensive. So, an important
challenge addressed in this work is the design of scalable strategies, that can be
applied efficiently and effectively in large medical image collections.
The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed multimodal strategies are
useful to improve the image retrieval performance, and are fully applicable to large
image repositories.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Large collections of medical images have become a valuable source of knowledge,
taking an important role in education, research and as support for making decisions
and collaboration in pathologies identification [1, 2]. One of the main problems is
that the size of the collections has been rising precipitously in recent years thanks to
new acquisition facilities. Modern hospitals may produce more than 100,000 images
a day; this is about 100 GB of data [3]. This generates huge repositories of valuable
information, which in many cases is difficult to process and manage appropriately.
This makes necessary the development of tools for an effective and an efficient access
to this type of information. This has caused an increasing interest in this research
field during the last years. These efforts have been embodied in several medical image
retrieval systems [4], as are the ASSERT [5], CasImages, MedGIFT and IRMA [6]
systems, among others.
Also, the awareness of the importance of such systems has increased in recent
years. Imaging systems and image archives have often been described as an impor-
tant economic and clinical factor in the hospital environment. Several radiological
teaching files exist and radiology reports have also been proposed in a multime-
dia form. Currently, there exist several Web-interfaces to medical image databases
[4]. Datasets of medical images have often been used for retrieval systems and
the medical domain is often cited as one of the principal application domains for
content-based access technologies in terms of potential impact.
This work addresses the problem of information retrieval in large collections of
biomedical images. The main goal is to propose a strategy for image search that
allows using keywords or sample images as queries. To accomplish this, the proposed
strategy should allow processing and data management of the two modalities: text
and visual features. One of the main problems to address is the construction of a
2
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multimodal search index, i.e., integrating visual and textual information in the same
data structure. This scheme would provide the facility to search for images using
keywords, as do classic search systems, or by example images, which in the medical
case could be associated with a diagnostic image for which we wish to obtain similar
images as a reference. This strategy would allow that even the images that have no
related textual content can be recovered.
1.1 Thesis goals
The main goal of this research was to design and implement a strategy for biomedical
image retrieval in collections with mixed information: images and text, using a
multimodal search index. The following is the description of the general purposes
of this research:
• To identify, collect and depurate the biomedical images collection with their
textual descriptions.
• To adapt and implement automatic extraction methods for text documents in
the collection.
• To adapt and implement image-processing methods to extract the visual fea-
tures that represent the image content.
• To design and/or adapt a strategy to represent the contents of documents and
images in a multimodal search index.
• To implement a prototype system for medical image retrieval using the multi-
modal index.
• To conduct a performance evaluation of the image retrieval algorithms pro-
posed.
1.2 Main contributions
The following is the outline of the main contributions of this work:
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1.2.1 Design and implementation of indexing and search strate-
gies for medical images
A semantic model for histology images indexing is presented. This model finds
the relationships between visual features and text terms directly. The method has
demonstrated to be a good alternative for image indexing when the textual modality
is clean and structured. This work was published in:
• Vanegas J.A., Caicedo J.C., González F.A. & Romero E., Histology Image In-
dexing Using a Non-negative Semantic Embedding. In Medical Content-Based
Retrieval for Clinical Decision Support. MICCAI 2011. Volume 7075, 2012,
pp 80-91, ISBN:978-3-642-28459-5, ISSN:0302-9743. Springer-Verlag GmbH
Berlin Heidelberg.
A strategy for images representation by fusing visual and semantic features was
proposed. The proposed fusion strategy is based on projecting semantic data to the
visual feature space. Parts of this work were published in:
• Vanegas J.A., Caicedo J.C., González F.A., Histology Image Indexing Com-
bining Visual And Semantic Features. 7th International Seminar on Medical
Information Processing and Analysis. SIPAIM 2011.
1.2.2 Design of scalable indexing strategies
The proposed content based image retrieval system requires two computationally
expensive tasks, that difficult its applicability to large collections of images. The
first task is the representation of visual contents and the second task is learning the
multimodal semantic representation.
For the representation of visual contents its is proposed a parallelized Bag-of-
Features based on Map-Reduce architecture. This strategy allows to index large
collections of images by dividing the computing workload in multiple processing
units. This work was published in:
• Vanegas, J.A., Caicedo J.C, & González F., Scalable Construction of a Bag
of Features Representation Using the Map-Reduce Architecture. The Latin
American Conference on High Performance Computing. CLCAR 2012.
Finally, to achieve and scalable solution for learning a multimodal semantic repre-
sentation, the Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding is proposed to reduce the
computational requirements, both in terms of memory and processing time. This
work was published in:
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• Vanegas J.A and González F.A., Large Scale Image Indexing using Online
Non-negative Semantic Embedding. In Progress in Pattern Recognition, Image
Analysis, Computer Vision, and Applications. CIARP 2013, Vol. 8258, 2013,
ISBN 978-3-642-41821-1, Springer-Verlag
1.2.3 Applications and other contributions
1.2.3.1 Histology image retrieval system
As part of this work, a prototype system for medical images retrieval was imple-
mented, which is intended as a proof of concept for the proposed computational mod-
els. The system can be found online at http://168.176.61.90:9100/mirs/, and
the source code is accessible at http://code.google.com/p/bioingenium-large-scale-tools
1.2.3.2 Large scale algorithms
As part of the results of this work, many algorithms for large scale image indexing,
have been implemented. The source code of the implemented algorithms is accessible
at http://code.google.com/p/bioingenium-large-scale-tools.
1.2.3.3 ImageCLEFmed challenge
The team at our research lab has participated in the ImageCLEFmed campaign,
which is a medical image search contest for researchers. Some of the proposed rep-
resentations have been tested in the context of this challenge. Experiments have been
prepared for the 2012 version of this challenge, using improved text and visual rep-
resentations. Both data modalities were employed separately in these experiments,
and the results ranked our text strategy in the first place, among 54 experiments
submitted by other research groups. Also, the visual strategy was ranked in the
third place, among other 36 experiments.
The official results can be found in the website of ImageCLEFmed 2012 1
• Vanegas, J.A., Caicedo, J. C., Camargo, J., Ramos-Pollán, R., & Gonzalez,
F. Bioingenium at ImageCLEF 2012: Text and Visual Indexing for Medical
Images. CLEF (Online Working Notes/Labs/Workshop).
1.3 Thesis organization
Part 1: Preliminaries:
1http://www.imageclef.org/medical/2012
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• Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter presents an introduction to the research
problem, its goals and the main contributions.
• Chapter 2: Problem Statement. This chapter exposes the general background
and definition of the research problem. First, the scope of this work is defined
and then, the main approaches in content-based image retrieval are presented
and discussed.
• Chapter 3: Basic Notions and Definitions. This chapter presents detailed
information about the kind of images to address in this work, and defines the
required theoretical basis for the development of this work.
Part 2: Methods:
• Chapter 4: Image Indexing using a Non-Negative Semantic Embedding. This
chapter presents a method for image indexing that uses the textual modality
as a semantic representation by modeling the relationships between visual fea-
tures and text terms directly. This method has demonstrated to be a good
alternative for image indexing when the textual modality is clean and struc-
tured.
• Chapter 5: Fusing Visual and Semantic Contents. This chapter presents an
strategy for image representation by combining visual and semantic features,
in order to exploit the best properties from each data modality.
Part 3: Efficiency and Scalability.
• Chapter 6: Parallelized Bag-of-Features. In this chapter it is proposed a dis-
tributed implementation of the classical Bag-of-Features algorithm using a
Map-Reduce architecture.
• Chapter 7: Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding Model. In order to make
feasible the semantic embedding strategy to large images collections, in this
chapter it is presented a reformulation of NSE as an online algorithm using
stochastic gradient descent approach.
Part 4: Conclusions
• Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work. Presents a general discussion about
the results of this research, followed by the main conclusions and the future
work in this area.
Chapter 2
Problem statement
The current commercial systems for image searching on the web, allows to search
images using keywords, and also provides links to find similar images in terms of
visual content. The strategies used in these systems are mainly based on a single
kind of information modality (visual only or text only). But the information is
usually contained in one modality is complementary to the other, so that it would
be very desirable to find an optimal way to combine this information, to obtain a
more detailed representation of each image.
To provide an efficient access to large biomedical imaging repositories, it is pro-
posed to design a strategy for image search that allows using keywords or sample
images as queries. To accomplish this, the proposed strategy should allow process-
ing and data management of the two modalities: text and visual features. One of
the main problems to address is the construction of a multimodal search index, i.e.,
integrating visual and textual information in the same data structure. This scheme
would provide the facility to search for images using keywords, as classical search
systems do, or by example images, which in the medical case could be associated
with a diagnostic image for which we wish to obtain similar images as a reference.
This strategy would allow that even the images that have no related textual content
can be retrieved.
2.1 Scope
This research studied the problem of Content-Based Image Retrieval and its ap-
plication in the biomedical field. The main goal of this research is to propose an
effective relevant image search method in a large collection of biomedical images
exploiting multimodal information found in such repositories. Two main features
7
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have been investigated in the proposed strategy: effectiveness and efficiency. Effec-
tiveness deals with the problem of retrieving useful results for the user, according to
its information needs. Efficiency deals with interactive responses, defined as getting
results with short delays. These features will be verified with several datasets of
biomedical images.
2.2 Previous work
The search for a solution that enables effective and efficient access to large data
repositories has had a great interest among researchers in the last decade. These
efforts have been embodied in several medical image retrieval systems [4], as are
the ASSERT [5], CasImages, MedGIFT and IRMA [6] systems, among others. Cur-
rently, image retrieval systems can be classified into 4 groups: text-based image
retrieval, visual content image retrieval, semantic content image retrieval and com-
posite systems [7].
2.2.1 Text-based image retrieval systems
This is the basic retrieval system and is the most commonly used in hospitals to
organize medical images, known as PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication
System). In this kind of system, the images are indexed by text known as meta-
data, which are handwritten annotations made by experts. However, this approach
is quite poor because with only textual information, is not possible to represent all
the visual content present in each image [4].
2.2.2 Visual content-based image retrieval systems
A CBIR (Content-Based Image Retrieval) system, unlike the traditional search sys-
tems, do not requires the use of meta-data attached to images such as keywords,
tags or other associated descriptors that allows identification, but uses the actual
content of the image that is visual information, such as colors, shapes, textures or
any other information that may result from the image itself. The main important
property of such features is to be invariant regarding spatial transformations. i.e..,
should not depend on properties of scaling, translation and rotation.
Thus in order to find an image you can set some visual values as query param-
eters. A common technique is to present query parameters through some original
image with the purpose of recovering more closely match. This is known as a query
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Figure 2.1: Content based image retrieval process.
for example. This in the medical case can be seen as an image diagnosis for which
you want to find similar clinical cases.
The search by visual content requires computer vision methods for modeling the
visual characteristics of the images and identify potentially relevant images. The two
most important things to consider in the visual content-based systems are basically
an appropriate descriptor for the specific type of images to be treated, and a strategy
for ranking of the most relevant images based on some calculation of similarity. In
Figure 2.1 it is shown the basic process in a content based image retrieval system.
The main drawback of finding images using visual features is that visual simi-
larity does not necessarily produce valid results; it is because objects with similar
colors or textures can have very different meanings. This problem is called "seman-
tic gap" [8], and refers to the gap between visual features and high-level concepts
(concepts that a human can interpret in the images). Since then, the problem of
CBIR research has focused on modeling the semantic content of images.
Several studies have been reported in which are evaluated the applicability of
content-based image retrieval in finding pathologies. [9] is a study that seeks to
determine whether a patient has Alzheimer’s disease through the analysis of visual
content on magnetic resonance imaging. In histology and dermatology images, there
have been studies focused on the detection of tumors [10]. In [11, 12, 13, 14] different
strategies are used in the mammogram image analysis in order to identify possible
calcifications and breast cancer. Some of the techniques used in these studies are
presented below in more detail.
G. Shengwen et al. [15] presents a work focused in chest x-ray image databases,
the images are classified into 8 categories: normal, pneumonia, phthisis, bronchi-
tis, bronchiectasis, pneumothorax, lung cancer and pleural effusion. In order to
propose a retrieval system for this kind of images, the paper address problems as
salient points detection, visual feature extraction and detection of region of inter-
est (ROI). In order to extract ROIs Shengwen et al. proposed an approach based
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on density distribution that takes into account the density differences in different
parts of the chest such as clavicle and lung borders. For the image representations
low-level features are used including: texture, Gabor feature vector using 4 scales
and six orientations; and edge histograms, vectors composed by 5 categories, verti-
cal, horizontal, 45° diagonal, 135° diagonal and isotropic. Before performing feature
extraction, images are processed with a set of filters.
Rahman et al. [16] proposed an image representation based in local features.
Authors present an image retrieval method based on SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature-
Transform), this technique seeks to represent the image taking into account only
points of interest, and converts these into visual words, this technique is called Bag of
key-points. The paper also presents other concepts such as SOM (Self-Organization
Map) which is used for clustering of images using a fuzzy feature space.
S. Junding et al. [12] presents a study in mammography images where two main
steps are proposed: first, an analysis based on regions of interest, and second, a
more robust representation of texture features. Within the proposed methodology a
preprocessing stage is provided basically aimed at removing useless information that
only adds noise to the analysis:first, a low pass frequency filter that enhances the
dominant texture structures is implemented, and secondly, restricts the analysis only
for a so-called regions of interest, allowing lower computational cost and avoiding the
negative influence of the complex environment. Then presents the descriptors used:
Restrict Distortion, which describes the change of intensities between neighboring
pixels and weighted moments. These two descriptors are used to build the index for
the calculation of similarity.
K. Byrd et al. [11] shows a procedure used explicitly for mammography im-
ages, for which techniques are based on signal and image processing such as Fourier
analysis, probabilistic analysis and digital filters. The proposed methodology called
DMCBIR is based on the RGCwML which is an automatic boundary detection algo-
rithm. Within the study four methods of similarity measure are used: the Hausdorff
distance, Euclidean distance, L2 distance metric and WI (Williams Index) .
I. El-Naqa et al. [13] used low level features like local edges, grey level his-
tograms. In this paper a similarity estimation based in two steps is used. Where
in a first step, called classification, all images that don’t have any kind of similarity
are identified and immediately discard. This is performed for a basic classifier of
low computational cost. In the second step, called regression, the unrejected images
in the first step are processed with a more accurate classifier. For the first step two
alternatives were used: Fisher Discriminant and Support Vector Machine (SVM),
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and in the second step General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) and SVMs were
used.
S. Kinoshita et al. [14] proposed a preprocessing step in order to remove noise in
the images. For the image representation a combination of several features are used:
features of shape and granulometric are presented. For dimensionality reduction,
the Principal Component Analysis technic (PCA) is performed.
P. Bugatti et al. [17] present an image retrieval technique that pretends to
improve the performance using relevance feedback (RF), which takes into account
the interactions with users. The system based in relevance feedback performs in
three steps. First, the system retrieves the most similar images, second, the user
judges the returned images as relevant and irrelevant, and third, the system adjusts
the original query based in user feedback. The second and third steps are repeated
until the user is satisfied with the system results. As distance measure two metrics
are evaluated: Canberra and  2. The results obtained in the experimental evaluation
show that the better distance measure is Canberra distance, that obtained the better
performance and presents the lowest computational cost. The images are represented
using two feature extractors: Haralick’s texture an Zernike moments (the first 256
moments).
2.2.3 Semantic content-based image retrieval systems
In order to minimize the problem of semantic gap, the semantic-based image retrieval
approach is proposed, i.e., using higher-level concepts rather than using crude rep-
resentation of the visual data. There are several methods to achieve a semantic
representation, which could be separated into two approaches: One approach in
which the system adds a predetermined semantic structure and a second approach
in which semantic concepts are learned in machine learning processes, in both ap-
proaches the result is a mapping between low-level features and the semantic space
provided.
Under the approach that uses a predetermined semantic structure we can find
jobs as [18, 19, 20], where the semantic representation is based on the construc-
tion of ontologies. And for the second approach, in [21, 22] the technique of Non-
negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) was used in seeking to achieve a semantic
representation by the latent factors emerging from the process of factorization, and
in [23, 24, 25] the PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantics Analysis) model was used.
Q. Chen et al. [26] show a strategy for improving performance in the retrieval
task using latent semantic indexing (LSI) in medical images, the dataset of this study
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corresponds to a set of 1345 images composed by gastroscope images with cancer
and healthy tissues. Initially, the images are represented by low-level features. The
features used are Color Histogram and Color Correlogram, the Color Correlogram
represents the change in color correlation according to the change in distance. The
main reason for using color features is that gastric cancer cells are clearly different
in color with the rest of gastric tissues, while red is the predominating color of
gastroscopic images, the gastric cancer cells are colored in yellow and red. Once the
low-level representation is performed, this data is used to build a semantic latent
indexing. The used method is SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). The main
idea is to decompose an initial data matrix that is composed by a set of features
vectors that represent each image. With the LSI technique it is possible to represent
the original matrix with other matrix of lower rank. This technique is expected to
achieve two goals: eliminate data redundancy and mitigate the noise.
2.2.4 Multimodal image retrieval systems
Usually, collections of image data can be accompanied by textual data, and in general
by other kinds of data. These data could be combined in order to improve the
retrieval process, since they may contain complementary information that allows
better image representation.
To combine multiple information modalities, we have two alternatives called early
fusion and late fusion [27]. In late fusion, the information for each modality is pro-
cessed separately, carrying out indexing independently, and the information fusion
takes place at the query time. In the case of early fusion, information combination
is performed in the step of defining characteristics, modeling relationships between
these, creating a new type of multimodal representation. This way, in the query
stage it is enough to evaluate this new multimodal feature vector.
In [21, 22, 28, 24, 25] can be observed as well as using the algorithms of NMF and
PLSA to find a semantic representation in an extended way to include textual and
visual information together, showing a significant gain in data retrieval performance.
A competition held annually by the ImageCLEF [29], which is focused on making
an experimental evaluation of medical image retrieval, demonstrates the benefits of
combining visual and textual modalities. Some of the most relevant works based in
this approach are described below:
A. Alpkocak et al. [30] describe the system used by the DEMIR (Dokuz Eylul
University Multimedia Information Retrieval) group for the task of retrieval of im-
ages for ImageCLEF 2011. The system is based on late fusion techniques for the
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Figure 2.2: Image Retrieval Systems Classification.
combination of the multimodal information. The text processing is based on the
Terrier system and the visual representation use low-level features. Visual charac-
teristics evaluated are: EHD (Edge Histogram Descriptor), CEDD: EHD descriptor
with color histogram, FCTH: diffuse version of CEDD, BTDH: similar to FCTH but
it uses brightness values instead of color histogram. Among the different tests, it was
found that the best visual descriptors were DSBB and CEDD. As a measure of dis-
tance, the Euclidean distance is used. For the fusion of the multimodal information,
two late fusion techniques were introduced: Average and Weighted Average, which
are basically linear combinations of score values obtained for each mode separately.
G. Csurka et al. [31] also used a late fusion approach. First, an initial filter-
ing is performed using only textual information to retrieve the 1000 most relevant
documents, then, these documents are ranked again by a linear combination of the
values of visual and textual scores. For visual representation the Fisher Vector is
used and for the text representation, 4 models were evaluated: 1) DIR: Smoothed
Dirichlet Language Model; 2) LGD: Log-logistic Model Based Information; 3) SPL:
Smoothed Power Law Model-Based Information; 4) AX: Lexical Entailment Model
based IR. In the evaluation, the AX model was the one who showed better results.
The experiments showed that the best results are obtained by giving more weight
to textual information. A high value in a visual mode improves accuracy in the top
results but reduces considerably the value of MAP.
2.3 Histology images
This work focuses in histological and histopathological images, and this is moti-
vated by the fact that histology images are particularly challenging from an image
understanding point of view. In this kind of images, visual patterns are generally
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a complex combination of fundamental visual features involving texture, color and
shape [32, 33].
The major challenges encountered in this kind of images are as follows:
• The visual appearance of the biological tissues and structures changes accord-
ing to the type of cutting of a biological sample. Although protocols exist for
the acquisition process of the histology sheets in order to standardize cutting
types, the accuracy of the cuts is defined by different technical elements.
• Visual variability for staining. One feature of the histology images is that
they can using different types of stains in order to highlight specific biological
structures. Thus, for the same given sample different types of stains can be
used.
• Different magnifications. This presents a high variability of visual appearance
for the same tissue because it contains images annotated with the correspond-
ing concept in different magnifications.
Histology and histopathology images are important for medicine. These are a key
asset to determine the normality of a particular biological structure, or to diag-
nose diseases such as cancer. In this work, two histology image collections were
used for experimental evaluation. This collections are described in the subsequent
subsections.
2.3.1 Histology atlas dataset
This dataset is composed of 2,641 images extracted from an atlas of histology for
the study of the four fundamental tissues [34]. The collection includes photographs
of histology slides acquired with a digital camera coupled to a microscope, using
different magnification factors to focus important biological structures. Each of these
images was annotated by an expert, indicating the biological system and organs that
can be observed. The total number of different keywords that can be found in this
data set is 46, which was obtained after a standardization of the vocabulary used to
describe the semantic contents. The list of terms includes circulatory system, heart,
lymphatic system and thymus, among others. Usually, images have just one term
attached to it, but in several cases images can have various.
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Category: Lymphatic system. Lymphatic
structure of the digestive tract.
Category: Digestive system. Appendix.
Category: Female reproductive system.
Ovarian
Category: Urinary system. Kidney. Category: Lymphatic system. Lymphatic
structure of the digestive tract.
Category: Digestive system. Ileus.
Figure 2.3: Sample images from histology atlas dataset. Images with associated
terms.
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Figure 2.4: Some example images from the histopathology image collection of bi-
ological structures and pathological patterns highlighted. The dashed lines (blue)
show pilosebaceous units, normal biological structure in the skin. The dotted lines
(green) show regions with nodules, palisade cells and crevices (NEH). Solid lines
(red) show regions with infiltration of lymphocytes, another indication of basal cell
carcinoma.
2.3.2 Basal-cell carcinoma dataset
It is a histopathology image collection that has been used to diagnose a special
kind of skin cancer known as basal-cell carcinoma [35]. This type of cancer is
more common in fair-skinned populations and its incidence is increasing worldwide
[36, 37]. It has different risk factors and its development is mainly due to ultraviolet
radiation exposure.
The collection is composed of 1,502 images that were studied and annotated by
a pathologist to describe its contents, elaborating a list with 18 terms. The list of
keywords includes micronodules, elastosis, and fibrosis, among others. In this data
set, one image may contain several keywords attached, that is, different biological
structures are exhibited in one single image.
2.4 Conclusions
As we can see the amount of work related to this investigation field is extensive,
and there is a wide range of proposed approaches that try to address this problem
from different points of view. This is evidence of a field that still lacks a long way
to go. In fact, looking more closely at each of the works, we can see that the results
are still far from expected. This shows a very promising field for future research,
especially in the field of medical imaging in which the benefits of finding a truly
robust technique would be invaluable.
Also, according to the reviewed works, using a latent semantic representation
and exploiting the multimodal information, it is possible to achieve a better un-
derstanding of the visual content of images, allowing to address the semantic gap
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problem, and thereby improving performance in information retrieval. It is impor-
tant to highlight that most of the work in CBIR has been devoted to natural-scene
images, with some exceptions discussed in this chapter. In the particular case of
multimodal CBIR applied to biomedical images, the first works published in the
area are ours and are integral part of this thesis.
Chapter 3
Basic Notions and Definitions
This chapter presents detailed information about the kind of images to be processed,
analyzed and indexed in this work, also, the chapter introduces the required notation
and fundamental concepts that form the basis of this work.
3.1 Image representation
An essential task in any content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the representation
of images, which has as objective to provide information of interest than just the
values of the pixels located in a matrix. An image can be represented by visual
content descriptor that can provide information like color, texture, shape, spatial
relationship among others.
A visual content descriptor can be either global or local. A global descriptor uses
the visual features of the whole image, whereas a local descriptor uses the visual
features of regions or objects to describe the image content. In this work the bag-
of-features representation is used, a local descriptor which has been found to be an
effective representation for microscopy image analysis [38, 39].
3.1.1 Bag of visual words
The bag of visual words representation is an adaptation of the bag of words scheme
used in text categorization and retrieval [40]. The main idea is to construct a code-
book or visual vocabulary, in which the most representative patterns are encoded as
visual words. In this way the representation of the image is generated through a sim-
ple frequency analysis of each codeword within the image. This representation has
been successfully applied in various tasks of classification and retrieval [38, 41, 42].
There are three main steps in constructing a representation of bag of visual words
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Figure 3.1: Overview of bag of visual words representation illustrating the three
major steps: 1) local features are extracted from a set of training images, 2) the
visual vocabulary is learned and 3) for each image occurrences of visual words in
the dictionary were recorded in a histogram.
[43]: (i) visual words detection, (ii) visual dictionary generation and, finally, (iii)
visual words quantization to construct the histogram. Figure 5.1 shows an overview
of the steps.
3.1.1.1 First stage. Visual words detection
In general the bag of visual words algorithm begins with the extraction of small
blocks. For the extraction of these blocks we can follow several strategies such
as: extract blocks randomly placed in the image, extract blocks using a regular
grid or extracting blocks belonging to certain regions of interest. In this work the
extraction approach based on a regular grid is used, that generates a higher number
of blocks and therefore implies a greater computational load, but also reduces the
probability of losing interesting visual patterns. Finally, each of these blocks or
visual words is represented by a descriptor. In this work we use the DCT descriptor
for block representation, which has exhibited a good performance in annotation task
for histology images [42].
DCT Descriptor. This type of representation takes into account information from
color and texture in an efficient way. For each block of n ⇥ n, the DCT (Discrete
Cosine Transform) is applied to each of the three color components (Red, Green and
Blue) . Finally, the descriptor is built by joining the n2 coefficients of each of the
three channels, obtaining a descriptor of 3n2 dimensions.
3.1.1.2 Second stage. Learning the visual vocabulary
The purpose of this second step is to define our visual vocabulary or dictionary,
as a set of K visual words. This seeks to bring together the wide range of visual
characteristics obtained in the initial stage, and reduce it to a representative set.
For this purpose, the technique typically employs K-means clustering, which gives
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as a result a set of centroids that define the visual dictionary. This is an unsuper-
vised learning technique that requires high computational power and high memory
consumption, due to the high dimensionality of the data and the large number of
iterations required until the algorithm converges to an optimal result.
3.1.1.3 Third stage. Visual words quantization to construct the his-
togram
Once we have the visual vocabulary, the last step is to translate all visual character-
istics obtained in the first step to the set of visual words. This is done by calculating
the distance of each feature vector to each centroid, and assign it to the nearest.
Once the translation is completed, it takes a count of how many times a word is
found in every visual image, generating a histogram of visual words, encoded as a
vector of dimensions equal to the size of the vocabulary, which is the final represen-
tation for each image. Finally a collection of images can be represented as a matrix
(imaging visual characteristics).
3.2 Text representation
The most widely used text representation for text retrieval and classification is the
bag of words model. In this model, a text is represented as an unordered collection
of words, disregarding grammar and even word order. Thus, the occurrence of each
word is used as a feature. Finally, a document is represented as a vector that contains
term frequencies. In both information retrieval and text classification, it is common
to weigh terms by various schemes, the most of popular of which is tf–idf.
3.2.1 TF-IDF
The tf-idf weight(term frequency-inverse document frequency) is a statistical mea-
sure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection. The
importance increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the
document but is offset by the frequency of the word in the collection. Tf–idf is the
product of two statistics, term frequency and inverse document frequency. Various
ways for determining the exact values of both statistics exist. In the case of the
term frequency tf(t, d), the simplest choice is to use the raw frequency of a term in
a document. Other possibilities are boolean frequencies, i.e.,tf(t, d) = 1 if t occurs
in d and 0 otherwise; and normalized frequency, to prevent a bias towards longer
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documents.
The inverse document frequency (idf) is a measure of whether the term is com-
mon or rare across all documents. It is obtained by dividing the total number of
documents by the number of documents containing the term.
idf(t,D) = log
✓ |D|
{d 2 D : t 2 d}
◆
(3.1)
where, |D| is the total number of documents in the collection and{d 2 D : t 2 d}
number of documents in the collection where the term t appears. Finally tf-idf is
calculated as:
tfidf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d)⇥ idf(t,D) (3.2)
3.2.2 Latent semantic techniques
A successful approach in information retrieval is the latent semantic indexing, which
implies a transformation in the representation of the collection to a lower rank ap-
proximation, allowing the extraction of the underlying semantic structure. This
approach alleviates noise in “term” usage and implicitly solves the problems of pol-
ysemy and synonymy. There are several methods to achieve a semantic represen-
tation, among the most relevant are the classical LSA method, which is based in
the mathematical technique called singular value decomposition (SVD), the pLSA
method and NMF method which follow a probabilistic model.
3.2.2.1 PLSA
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), also known as probabilistic latent
semantic indexing (PLSI, especially in information retrieval circles) is a statistical
technique for the analysis of two-mode and co-occurrence data. In effect, one can
derive a low dimensional representation of the observed variables in terms of their
affinity to certain hidden variables, just as in latent semantic analysis. PLSA evolved
from latent semantic analysis, adding a sounder probabilistic model. Compared to
standard latent semantic analysis which stems from linear algebra and downsizes the
occurrence tables (usually via a singular value decomposition), probabilistic latent
semantic analysis is based on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class
model. This results in a more principled approach which has a solid foundation in
statistics.
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3.2.2.2 Nonnegative matrix factorization
Matrix decompositions are useful to extract structural information from a collection
of data samples. For an input matrix X 2 Rn⇥l, containing l data samples with n
features in its column vectors, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) finds a low
rank approximation of the data using non-negativity constraints:
X ⇡ WH
W,H   0
where W 2 Rn⇥r is the basis of the vector space in which the data will be
represented and H 2 Rr⇥l is the new data representation using r factors.
NMF finds the matricesW andH by solving the associated optimization problem
that corresponds to minimizing the reconstruction error of the original data. In this
work, the Lee and Seung’s approach [44] is adopted to obtain the factorization, using
the divergence criterion as objective function:
D(X|WH) =
X
ij
✓
Xijlog
Xij
(WH)ij
 Xij + (WH)ij
◆
(3.3)
which is zero when X = WH. This function may be regarded as the Kullback-
Leibler Divergence between the two matrices as long as both are normalized in such
a way that the sum of their values is equal to one. Then, the matrices may be consid-
ered to be probability distributions. Following this approach, an iterative algorithm
which alternates the optimization of W and H uses the following multiplicative
updating rules:
Wia = Wia
P
µHaµXiµ/ (WH)iµP
vHav
Haµ = Haµ
P
iWiaXiµ/ (WH)iµP
kWka
(3.4)
These rules are guaranteed to decrease the objective function and find at least a
locally optimal solution to the factorization problem [45]. The NMF algorithm has
been proposed for multimodal image indexing by taking the matrices of visual data
and semantic annotations as input, following two strategies [46]: 1) NMF-mixed,
which concatenates the two inputs in a unique matrix and 2) NMF-asymmetric,
which decomposes the semantic data first and adapts the visual data afterwards.
The main goal of either algorithm is to build a common latent factors representation
for both data modalities and then employ it as an effective multimodal index.
The latent factors representation is achieved by setting the rankr of the decom-
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position to some appropriate size, which simply amounts for the number of latent
factors. Therefore, the matrix H determines the latent encoding for every image,
and the matrix W provides the transformation from the space of original features
to the latent factor representation.
One of the reasons NMF has had success in modeling data representations is
because its ability to find parts of objects. When compared to standard latent
semantic indexing or singular value decomposition (SVD), which had orthonormal
restrictions and no constraints in sign, NMF gives more interpretable basis vectors
[44] and finds better structural patterns in different collections of data [47]. This
usually results in an improved performance in the underlying computational task.
3.3 Content based image retrieval evaluation
In order to compare the results of different works in the area, a group of tools that
allows evaluation of different content image retrieval systems was proposed by Müller
et al. [48]. This is a group of performance measures that have been adapted from
the discipline of textual information retrieval.
3.3.1 Performance measures
Mainly there are two statistical measures: precision and recall. When it has com-
pleted a consultation process the entire set of images belonging to the system is
divided into two groups, which are the group of recovered images and the image
group omitted. In turn, the images of each group are divided into a group of images
that are relevant as the search criteria above and that do not meet the criteria.
Therefore:
For a given query topic, the precision is defined as the ratio between the number
of retrieved images that are really relevant to the total retrieved images in a query.
Precision =
|{relevant documents} \ {retrieved documents}|
|{retrieved documents}| (3.5)
And recall, is the ratio of relevant images that were correctly recovered, with
respect to the total relevant images that should be recovered.
Recall =
|{relevant documents} \ {retrieved documents}|
|{relevant documents}| (3.6)
Therefore, a good information retrieval system seeks to maximize both values.
Precision and recall values can be plotted to give a precision-recall curve, as shown
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Figure 3.2: Precision-recall Curve
in the figure 3.2. In which an ideal result is that the precision value starts with a
value of 1 and it remains even when the values of recall increases.
As we can see in figure 3.2 we can graph all values of precision in function of
recall. Average precision (AveP) computes the average value of precision over the
interval from recall = 0 to recall = 1 Mean average precision (MAP) for a set of
queries is the mean of the average precision scores for each query.
MAP =
QP
q=1
AveP (q)
Q
(3.7)
where Q is the number of queries.
The MAP value is one of the most important measures to consider, because
it summarizes the overall behavior of a retrieval system, and this is the principal
evaluation parameter in the most important benchmarking [29].
Chapter 4
Image Indexing using a Non-negative
Semantic Embedding
This chapter presents a new method for indexing histology images using multimodal
information, taking advantage of two kinds of data: visual data extracted directly
from images and available text data from annotations performed by experts. The
new strategy called Non-negative Semantic Embedding that extends the NMF al-
gorithm, defines a mapping between visual and text data assuming that the space
spanned by the text is a good enough representation of the images semantics.
The results presented in this chapter were published in Workshop on Medical
Content-Based Retrieval for Clinical Decision Support. MICCAI 2011 [49].
4.1 Non-negative semantic embedding
The methods based in NMF are oriented to model latent factors for multimodal
data, that is, to find the hidden structure of the collection, which is assumed to
be common between the two data modalities. We propose a simplified strategy
that extends the NMF-asymmetric algorithm [46] to a setting in which the semantic
encoding is already known.
NSE method is used when we assume that the semantic encoding is already
known, i.e., in this model we assume that the space spanned by text terms is a good
enough representation of image semantics, and we use it to index and represent all
images in the collection. Then, we want to find a way to embed visual features in
this semantic space, to index images with or without annotations. We formulate
this problem as finding a linear transformation of the visual data imposing a non
negativity constraint on the solution, as follows:
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V = ST ;S   0 (4.1)
Where, S 2 Rm⇥n is the transformation matrix representing the relationships
between the visual and text modalities. n is the number of visual features and m
is the number of text terms. The non-negativity constraint in this case enforces
an additive reconstruction of visual features, since vectors in the matrix S can be
thought of as parts of images that are combined according to the presence of associ-
ated labels. Notice that the encoding matrix, T , is the matrix of text annotations,
and the vectors in S can also be directly interpreted as the visual features related
to each text term.
Finding the matrix S when V and T are known is a convex problem under
the divergence or euclidean criteria in the related minimization problem. However,
we approximate the solution to this problem using the NMF updating rule for the
matrix S. Instead of requiring a global optimum for this problem, which might result
in overfitting to the training data, we accept a good approximate solution obtained
from the Lee and Seung’s approach [45]. The updating rule usually converges to a
local minimum, but it may result in a better generalization with some robustness to
intrinsic noise in the training data. Updating rule for S:
Sia  Sia
P
µ TaµViµ/(ST )iµP
Tav
(4.2)
We call this approach the Non-negative Semantic Embedding (NSE) taking into
account that the semantic space is known in the problem and the resulting solution
to embed image features on it is non-negative. It also differs from the Gonzalez et
al. [22] approach in the sense that no latent factors are herein modeled, but instead,
a semantic space is assumed from the given text terms space.
4.2 Image indexing and search
The indexing methods described above require a training phase to learn a mapping
of images to the semantic or latent space. The result of that training phase is
a matrix S, which contains the basis of the indexing space and serves as linear
transformation to project new data. So, when new images are obtained without
text annotations, either to be included in the collection or as queries, we can find
the semantic representation for this image using visual features only.
Let v be the visual features of a new image, unseen during training. To embed
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this image in the semantic space, the following equation needs to be solved:
v = St (4.3)
where S is the basis of the semantic space and t is the semantic representation
of the new image. The image v will be embedded into the semantic space by finding
the vector t   0 that satisfies the equation. This is done by using the multiplicative
updating rule for t while keeping the matrix S fixed.
This strategy applies for both, the NMF-based algorithms using latent factors
and the NSE. So, now that we can represent images in the collection and query
images in same space, the problem of finding relevant results reduces to the problem
of matching images with similar representations. To do so, we employ the dot
product as similarity measure, which gives a notion of the extent to which two
images share similar components in the latent or semantic space. Finally, results
are ranked in decreasing order of similarity and delivered to the user.
4.3 Experimental evaluation
The evaluation of NSE method was conducted using the Histology Atlas dataset.
All the results were reported in [49].
We conducted retrieval experiments under the query-by-example paradigm to
evaluate the proposed methods. A set of 100 images were randomly selected as
queries from the database of 2,641 images used in this study. The remaining 2,541
images were used as the target collection to find relevant images.
We performed automatic experiments by sending a query to the system and eval-
uating the relevance of the results. A ranked image in the results list is considered
relevant if it shares at least one keyword with the query. For this experiment, the
evaluation was done using traditional measures of Image Retrieval, including Mean
Average Precision (MAP) and the Recall-Precision plots.
4.3.1 Image Features
We build a bag-of-features representation for the set of histological images, as it
has been found to be an effective representation for microscopy image analysis [38,
39]. We start by extracting patches of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels from a set of training images
with an overlap of 4 pixels along the x and y axes. The DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) transform is applied in each of the 3 RGB channels to extract the largest
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21 coefficients and their associated functions. A k-means clustering is applied to
build a dictionary of 500 visual terms. This bag-of-features configuration have shown
good results with similar types of histology images [38, 39].
Once the vocabulary has been built, every image in the collection goes through
the patch extraction process. Each patch from an image is linked to one visual
term in the dictionary using a nearest neighbor criterion. Finally, the histogram of
frequencies is constructed for each image. We experimentally found that 500 visual
terms was enough to achieve a good performance, and that larger dictionaries do
not provide significant improvements, but just more computational load.
4.3.2 Text annotations
In this data set of histology images, text annotations are clean and clearly defined
terms from a technical vocabulary. Since the annotation process followed a system-
atic revision, there is no need to build a vector space model or to account for term
frequencies. We build semantic vectors following a boolean approach, assigning 1
to the terms attached to an image and 0 otherwise. This leads to 46-dimensional
binary vectors, which serve to build the text matrix.
4.3.3 Visual search
As a first experiment we retrieved histology images using only visual information
as a baseline to assess improvements of other methods. The visual descriptors are
based on the bag-of-features strategy, so images are represented by histograms of
the occurrence of visual patterns in a dictionary. Direct visual matching is done by
calculating the level of similarity between images using the histogram intersection
similarity measure [50], as follows:
KHI(x, y) =
nX
i=1
min {xi, yi} (4.4)
where x and y are images and xi, yi are the i th occurrence of the visual feature
in these images, respectively. Using direct matching only, the system achieves a
performance up to 0.210 in terms of MAP. An additional experiment using visual
features was conducted to determine if latent factors learned only from visual data
can help to improve over this baseline.
We applied an NMF decomposition on the visual matrix Xv, using different
numbers of latent factors. In the best performing case, this strategy reaches a value
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of 0.172 of MAP. This suggest that the dimensionality reduction made by NMF
leads to a loss of discriminative power of visual descriptors instead of helping to
identify semantic patterns in the collection.
4.3.4 Multimodal search
Multimodal search aims to introduce text information during the search process,
even though in our case queries are expressed using no keywords but example im-
ages. To this end, we employ three different algorithms based on NMF: NMF-mixed
[46], NMF-asymmetric [46] and NSE, and compare their performance against visual
search. For the first algorithm (NMF-mixed) the construction of a multimodal ma-
trix was done by setting ↵ = 0.5 to give the same importance to visual and text
data.
For the NMF-mixed and NMF-asymmetric algorithms we performed several ex-
periments using different sizes of the latent semantic space, to experimentally deter-
mine an appropriate number of latent factors. In contrast, the NSE algorithm does
not need to set this parameter. Figure 4.1 shows the result of exploring the number
of latent factors for these algorithms, including reference lines for the visual search
and NSE. It can be seen that the response of NSE outperforms by a large margin
the response of all other strategies. In addition, the Figure 4.1 shows that besides
NSE, only the NMF-asymmetric strategy is able to improve over the visual baseline.
The loss in performance of using NMF-mixed and NMF-visual can be explained
by the difficulty of these strategies to find meaningful latent factors from the given
input data. As was mentioned before, the NMF-visual fails to find semantic patterns
in the collection leading to a decreasing of the discriminatory power of the full visual
representation. The NMF-mixed shows a better achievement in this setting, which
improves over NMF-visual due to the presence of text terms in the multimodal
matrix. Still, the semantic patterns are not correctly modeled by multimodal factors
because they have to deal with the reconstruction of visual features as well.
The two strategies that improve over the direct visual matching are NSE and
NMF-asymmetric, which concentrate on exploiting text information as the semantic
reference data. The NMF-asymmetric, in particular, decomposes the text matrix in
an attempt to find meaningful relationships between text terms to build semantic
latent factors. In our experiments, we decompose the matrix of 46 terms in 10, 20, 30
and 40 latent factors, from which the second choice presented the best performance.
However, the improvement of NMF-asymmetric is modest with respect to NSE,
indicating that latent factors are not a fundamental modeling aspect for this dataset.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between NSE and other algorithms based on NMF. Latent
factors vs. MAP
Another consideration of the modest improvement of NMF-asymmetric may be
found in the two steps algorithm. When the first decomposition is done, an ap-
proximation error is generated since perfect reconstruction is not required. Then,
the second decomposition builds on top of it to construct latent factors for visual
features, introducing its own approximation error as well. The NSE algorithm sim-
plifies the approach by learning a unique matrix that correlates visual and text data
directly.
Another way to measure the performance of the evaluated algorithms is using
the Recall vs. Precision graph. For this evaluation, we selected the number of latent
factors that provided the best performance in the previous evaluation. We plot
the interpolated Recall-Precision graph, in which one can observe the differences in
precision along the retrieval process, i.e., while all relevant images are being retrieved
to the user. Figure 4.2 shows the result of this evaluation, and reveals that the direct
visual matching presents very good results in early precision, but also falls very fast
as long as more relevant images are required.
The second best performance in the first positions of the results page is given by
the NMF-visual approach, according to the Recall-Precision graph. What it actually
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between NSE and other algorithms based on NMF. Recall
vs Precision.
means, is that nearest neighbors under a visual similarity measure are very likely
to be relevant in a histology image collection. This contrast with all other semantic
indexing approaches (NMF-M, NMF-A and NSE) which are modeling structural
patterns in the whole collection, rather than exploiting the local similarities of the
dataset. Nevertheless, the performance of NSE and NMF-asymmetric showed a
more consistent and sustained higher precision as long as the user explores more
images in the results page.
The good performance obtained in early position with the direct visual matching
method are due to the fact that in this collection several histology images come from
sections that belong to the same histological plate or represent the same region with
different zoom levels. Therefore, in this case, visual relationships directly denote
semantic relations. But this behavior only occurs in the first retrieved images. In
the Recall-Precision graph shows that values of recall greater than 10% (that in this
collection represents an average of 20 images) the accuracy of the visual methods
falls dramatically, while the NSE shows a more stable behavior.
Table 4.1 summarizes the findings of our experimental results, presenting the
number of required latent factors, MAP measures, relative improvement in terms of
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Table 4.1: Performance measures for NSE and other algorithms based on NMF
Method Latent Factors MAP Improvement P@10
Visual Matching N/A 0.210 N/A 0.650
NMF-Visual 300 0.172 -18.8% 0.088
NMF-Mixed 70 0.201 -4.3% 0.252
NMF-Asymmetric 20 0.235 +11.9% 0.208
NSE N/A 0.273 +30.0% 0.265
MAP w.r.t. the visual baseline and the precision at the first 10 results (P@10). The
Table 4.1 shows that NMF-asymmetric and NSE provide a significant improvement
in terms of MAP compared with only visual retrieval. It also confirms the dominant
position of visual search in terms of early precision.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a method for image indexing that combines visual
and text information using a variation of non-negative matrix factorization. In this
method text annotations provide a semantic representation space where the visual
content of images is embedded using NMF.
The experimental evaluation demonstrates an increasing in retrieval performance.
The effectiveness of this method may be explained by the fact that it efficiently ex-
ploits the semantic information contained in clean text annotations. This means
that this methodology is mainly applicable in cases where we have a controlled
annotation process.
Chapter 5
Fusing Visual and Semantic Contents
Two strategies for image representation have been presented in the previous chapter.
The first strategy is entirely based on visual features, to match for visually similar
images. The second strategy is based on semantic data and the estimations of
potential keywords for images without annotations. In this chapter a third strategy
is introduced, based on multimodal fusion. The main goal of this scheme is to
combine visual features and semantic data together in the same image representation
to exploit the best properties from each data modality.
The results presented in this chapter were published in SIPAIM 2011 [51].
5.1 Fusion by back-projection
The proposed fusion strategy is based on projecting semantic data to the visual
feature space and then making a convex combination of both, visual and semantic
representations. It can be understood as an early fusion strategy, since the repre-
sentations are merged before its subsequent use.
The proposed approach follows the steps illustrated in Figure 5.1. So, assuming a
histogram of visual features xv and a vector of semantic data xs, the fusion procedure
generates a new image representation defined as:
xf :=  Sxs + (1   )xv (5.1)
where xf 2 Rn is the vector of fused features in the visual space and   is the
parameter of the convex combination that controls the relative importance of data
modalities. This fusion approach takes the semantic representation of images and
projects it back to the visual space using the reconstruction formula:
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the proposed fused representation. From the input im-
age to the final fused representation, three main processes are carried out: feature
extraction, semantic embedding and multimodal fusion by back-projection.
xˆv := Sxs (5.2)
This back-projection is a linear combination of the column vectors in S using
the semantic annotations as weights. In that way, the reconstructed vector xˆv rep-
resents the set of visual features that an image should have according to the learned
multimodal relationships in the image collection. Therefore, xˆv and xv highlight
different visual structures of the same image, since xˆv is a semantic approximation
of the observed visual features.
5.2 Controlling modality importance
The parameter   in the convex combination of the fusion strategy allows to control
the importance of each data modality. The problem of assigning more weight to
one or the other modality mainly depends on the performance that each modality
offers to solve queries. More specifically, it depends on how faithfully one modality
represents the true contents of an image. On the one hand, visual features may be
inaccurate to represent high level semantic concepts, but good at representing low
level visual arrangements. On the other hand, the semantic representation may be
noisy or incomplete because of human errors or prediction discrepancies.
Now, the parameter   is split in two different parameters to consider two kind of
images: database images and query images. For both images, the semantic keywords
are predicted by the learned NSE model. So, the prediction may be more accurate
for images in the database since the model was learned using that data. For these
images, the parameter   will be called ↵ throughout this paper.
On the other hand, query images will require a different parameter tuning since
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there is some uncertainty in the quality of their semantic predictions, and so, the
original visual features may be more faithful to the true content. For these images,
the parameter   will be called  . This distinction is made to highlight that modality
importance depends on how much we trust on the available modalities, and in the
experiments run in this paper, it has been associated to images in the database and
query images.
5.3 Searching in the fused space
The resulting fused representation lies in the visual feature space. So, in order to
exploit the structure of the resulting representation, which inherits the structure of
visual features, the histogram intersection defined in the previous chapter can be
used as ranking function for search.
5.4 Experimental evaluation
The evaluation of the proposed fused strategy was conducted using the Renata and
Carcinoma datasets. Following the same experimental setup defined in the previous
chapter.
In both datasets a test set of images were randomly selected as queries, and the
remaining images were used for training. In the histology atlas dataset 100 images
were used as queries and in the basal-cell carcinoma dataset a 30% of all images
were used as queries, i.e., 301 query images. In the experiments the semantic data
associated to queries is not used during the search phase, but only for evaluation
purposes. Our goal is to simulate visual queries using example images without
associated metadata.
Images in both datasets are represented using the bag-of-features approach with
a dictionary of 500 visual terms. For semantic data, a binary vector of m dimensions
represents each document, where m = 40 in the histology atlas data set, and m =
18 in the basal-cell carcinoma data set. These are the total number of semantic
keywords in each collection.
5.4.1 Setting Parameters for fused Search
As a first experiment, we want to review the impact of the two parameters ↵ and
 , which determine the weight of the visual data, for database images and query
images, respectively. Since the fusion is achieved following a convex combination
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of both data modalities, the weight for semantic data is the complement of the
value assigned to the visual data. By varying these two parameters, a different
retrieval performance is obtained. In this setup, we are interested in optimizing the
values of ↵ and   to maximize simultaneously general retrieval precision (MAP) and
early precision (P@10). This can be understood as a multi-objective optimization
problem.
Since the number of parameters is just two, an exhaustive search was run varying
↵ and   using a step of 0.1 in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. For each configuration, an
evaluation of the resulting fused representation was made to measure MAP and
P@10. The results for both data sets are presented in Figure 5.2. Points in the
plot represent ↵ and   pairs and their position in the cartesian plane reveals the
obtained performance. The best solutions lie in the Pareto frontier which is shown
as a black line in the plots. Note that the distribution of points for each data set
looks different and so its Pareto frontier. The histology atlas data set has a wider
optimal frontier with many parameter configurations providing a good performance
trade-off, compared to the basal-cell carcinoma data set that has a narrower solution.
Two interesting configurations are highlighted in blue and red, which correspond
to ↵ =   = 1.0 and 0.0, respectively. When the parameters are set to 1.0 the search
process is configured to use only visual information, whereas with 0.0, it uses only
semantic information. Notice that both configurations lie in opposite sides of the
plot unveiling the tradeoff in performance between both data modalities. The blue
point (a visual setup) provides a low MAP value with relatively high early precision,
on the other hand, the red point (a semantic setup) provides high MAP performance
but may decrease P@10 (early precision).
Some points in the Pareto frontier are labeled with the corresponding ↵ and  
values to illustrate good performing configurations. In both data sets, the solutions
in the frontier tend to have a higher value for   with respect to ↵. This shows that
query images require a slightly higher weight for the visual modality and database
images require a slightly higher weight for the semantic modality. This finding
supports the hypothesis that a good retrieval performance is achieved giving more
importance to that modality that we can trust better, which is the visual data for
query images because it is the observed data modality, while the semantic one is
predicted by the model. On the other hand, for database images we can trust a
little bit more to the semantic modality since this is the data that has been used for
training the model.
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(a) Histology Atlas Dataset
(b) Basal-cell Carcinoma Dataset
Figure 5.2: Performance on the retrieval task using different values of ↵ and  . The
x axis is MAP and the y axis is P@10. Points are pairs of values for ↵ and  .
Optimal configurations are on the Pareto frontier.
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An interesting result is also illustrated in the plots: purple points correspond
to the performance of the semantic search in the semantic space, as opposed to
the semantic setup illustrated as a red point which is the performance of semantic
search in the visual space, i.e., after a back-projection of the semantic data has taken
place (see Equations 5.1 and 5.2). This result shows that just by back-projecting
semantic data to the visual space, we are recovering important visual information
that is exploited by the histogram intersection similarity during ranking, provid-
ing a significant boost in performance. This also provides evidence that focusing
only on semantic data for histology image search leads to loosing important visual
information and results in degraded performance.
5.5 Retrieval experiments
The following experiments aim to compare the performance of three search strate-
gies: visual indexing, semantic indexing and multimodal indexing. Table 5.1 presents
MAP and P@10 scores measured on the two evaluated data sets. These results show
that the fused representation performs better than the visual and semantic retrieval
strategies.
Consider the visual retrieval strategy as the baseline method in our setup, since
no learning is employed to search images. Then, the semantic retrieval obtained by
applying NSE to the database and query images improves in terms of MAP with
respect to the baseline. Notice, however, that early precision as is measured by
P@10, has decreased. This result indicates that the semantic search is able to find
all relevant images in less result pages, but sacrificing the quality of the results in the
very first page. The issue can be observed in both histology data sets. This finding
supports the idea that summarizing images in a few keywords may lead to loss of
discrimination power between images, as visual details are not available anymore.
Actually, the good performance on early precision showed by the visual retrieval
strategy suggests that very similar images with respect to only visual contents are
likely to be relevant for users.
The multimodal indexing strategy produces the best performance in general
search precision (MAP) and very competitive early precision (P@10) in the histology
atlas data set. In the basal cell carcinoma data set, multimodal fusion outperforms
the other methods regarding both criteria. This demonstrates the ability of the
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Method P@10 MAP Improvement (MAP)
Visual Matching 0.7610 0.2451 N/A
NSE 0.2620 0.2704 +10.32%
NSE-BP (  = 0.6,   = 0.8) 0.7590 0.3226 +31.61%
(a) Histology Atlas dataset
Method P@10 MAP Improvement (MAP)
Visual Matching 0.3615 0.2123 N/A
NSE 0.2757 0.2032 -4.28%
NSE-BP (  = 0.1,   = 0.2 ) 0.4346 0.3530 +66.27%
(b) Basal-cell Carcinoma Dataset
Table 5.1: Retrieval task performance for visual (Visual Matching), semantic (NSE)
and fused (NSE-BP) representations.
proposed fusion strategy to harness visual and semantic information together to
build an improved representation for images. The resulting representation is able
to give information about visual details that can match with other images as well
as general semantic concepts associated to them. Figure 5.3 presents the recall-
precision graphs for these retrieval experiments, showing a significant improvement
of the proposed multimodal fusion strategy. The Figure also allows to observe how
the performance of the visual and semantic search overlap at some point during
the retrieval process, due to the trade-off in performance between both modalities.
Instead, the multimodal indexing produce consistently better results.
5.6 Conclusions
The main reason for studying the fusion of visual and semantic data is because they
are complementary sources of information: while visual data tends to be ambiguous,
semantic data tends to be very specific; and while visual data provides detailed
appearance description, semantic data gives no clues on how an image looks like.
So, depending on the fusion strategy, multimodal relationships become more useful
for making decisions on data.
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(a) Histology Atlas Dataset
(b) Basal-cell Carcinoma Dataset
Figure 5.3: Recall-Precision Graph for retrieval experiments on the Histology atlas
data set and the carcinoma data set
Chapter 6
Parallelized Bag-of-Features
The bag-of-features is a descriptor that has become very popular and has been
used actively in retrieval and annotation tasks, showing very good results [52]. The
problem, is that computing this descriptor may result in a high computational cost,
which makes it unfeasible to use on databases with hundreds of thousands of images.
Due to this, it is proposed to extend this model to a distributed architecture, that
allows a scalable solution that can be easily expandable by the addition of more
resources to the computational infrastructure.
In this chapter a parallelization strategy is proposed based on the Map-Reduce
Framework which has proven to be an extensible solution to solve the typical prob-
lems of working with large data sets.
The results presented in this chapter were published in CLCAR 2012 [53].
6.1 Parallelized Bag-of-Features on a Map-Reduce
architecture
Bag of Features representation has been successfully proved successful for different
computer visions tasks, and it is very efficient in terms of memory usage in retrieval
time, since the final result is a sparse representation. However, the representation
construction process, requires a large computational cost. First, considering the
initial step (visual words detection), a high amount of disk space is needed, due to
the intermediate representation for a large number of patches or image subregions.
For each image, about 1,000 patches can be extracted, resulting in an important
storage factor if the image collection is large. The second stage (learning the visual
vocabulary), demands large amounts of memory, since it is necessary to load and
process a large sample of these feature vectors and compare them with each centroid,
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and furthermore, requires an excessive amount of computing time because the K-
means algorithm needs numerous iterations until convergence is achieved. All this
requirements make this model not a feasible choice for collections with hundreds of
thousands of images.
To overcome this drawback, we consider a distributed strategy to extend the
model for use in an architecture that achieves an efficient split of the computational
load. For this purpose, we adopt the Map-Reduce architecture and reformulate the
bag-of-features method to fit it naturally within the framework. The goal of the
proposed approach is to compute the representation for a collection of images by
harnessing computing resources in a cluster of machines dedicated to index images.
White et al. [54] presented two strategies to compute the bag-of-features for web-
scale image collections. However, no experimental evaluation was conducted by
them neither to observe speedups nor to assess the quality of image retrieval. In
this work, we present algorithmic details as well as comprehensive experiments to
estimate the applicability of this approach to practical image search systems.
6.1.1 Map-Reduce framework
Map-Reduce is a framework proposed by Google to support distributed data pro-
cessing. In simple terms, a program based on this architecture must have defined
two functions: Map and Reduce. The Map function is applied in parallel to all
input items, and Reduce function usually seeks to combine the results of processes
performed in parallel by the MAP function. Both functions are defined with a
structured data in key-value pairs. Map function takes a pair of data in one defined
domain, and returns a list of pairs belonging to other domain:
Map(k1, v1)! list(k2, v2) (6.1)
The framework collects the pairs returned by all Maps and generate a group
composed of pairs with the same key. The Reduce function is then applied to each
group, which in turn produces a collection of values in the same domain:
Reduce(k2, list(v2))! list(v3) (6.2)
The result of each Reduce call is typically one value or an empty return, though
one call is allowed to return more than one value. Finally, the results of all Reduce
calls are collected as the desired result list. Thus any algorithm can be implemented
in this architecture if it can be defined in certain parts that can be processed inde-
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pendently in parallel and were only interested in combining the final result.
Chu et al. [55] show how is it possible to implement a parallelizable version
of several machine learning algorithms using Map-Reduce and exploit a multi core
architecture, only by rewriting the algorithms to achieve in a certain "Summation
form". We follow some of these principles to design algorithms to compute the
bag-of-features representation.
6.1.2 Bag-of-Features in a distributed architecture
Initially, we must note that the three main stages: feature extraction, visual vocab-
ulary learning and histogram construction, should remain sequential to each other,
since each stage depends on results obtained in the previous step, but within each
stage we can define different parallelization strategies.
6.1.2.1 Distributed feature extraction
The objective in this step is to generate a set of feature vectors that describes each
patch extracted from each image. The strategy of parallelization is very simple,
since each image could be processed independently of the others. This stage can be
divided basically into the following steps:
1. Extract a set of patches from each image
2. Generate a feature vector for each patch
The map and reduce stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: process a subset of images, i.e., perform the feature extraction
process for all patch set from each image. As result of the process a set of feature
vectors is returned.
Mapfe(image id, binary data)
! list(image id, feature vector) (6.3)
Reduce stage: In this case Reduce function takes no action in the data and the
output list is identical to the input list.
Reducefe(image id, list(feature vector))
! list(feature vector) (6.4)
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of complete Map-Reduce cycle for this phase.
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Figure 6.1: Map-Reduce cycle for feature extraction, 1. Map stage: perform the
feature extraction process for all patch set, 2. Reduce stage: only groups together
all result.
6.1.2.2 Learn visual vocabulary
For this step, a significant sample of all previously extracted feature vectors is used to
learn the visual dictionary. The K-means algorithm can be computed in a distributed
mode by delegating the distance computations to different workers. This stage can
be divided basically into the following steps:
1. Initialize randomly a number k of centroids.
2. For each feature vector, calculate the nearest centroid using euclidian distance
and assign the feature vector to this cluster (or visual word).
3. Re-compute centroids (mean of feature vectors in cluster)
4. Stop when there are no new re-assignments.
The map and reduce stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: calculates the distances between samples and centroids; matches
samples with the nearest centroid and assigns them to that specific cluster. Each
map task is processed with a data block.
Maplv(visual word, feature vector)
! list(visual word, feature vector) (6.5)
Reduce stage: recalculates the centroid point using the average of the coordi-
nates of all the points in that cluster. The associated points are averaged out to
produce the new location of the centroid. The centroids configuration is given as
feedback into the Mappers.
Reducelv(visual word, list(feature vector))
! cluster = avg(feature vector) (6.6)
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Figure 6.2: ”The three stages of a K-means job”, Rui Maximo Esteves, Rui Pais,
and Chunming Rong. K-means clustering in the cloud – a mahout test. Advanced
Information Networking and Applications Workshops, International Conference on,
0:514–519, 2011.
This Map-Reduce cycle is repeated until the centroids converge. The final cen-
troids will be the representative vectors of each visual word. Figure 6.2 shows the
three main stages of this step.
6.1.2.3 Quantize features using visual vocabulary
In this final step the final image representation is generated completing the following
steps:
1. Translation of each feature vector to a visual word, using the previously learned
codebook.
2. Calculate the histogram.
The map and reduce stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: all features vector are compared with the learned visual codebook,
and again the euclidian distance is used as proximity criterion to find the closest
cluster, which will be assigned to the feature vector.
Mapqf (image id, feature vector)
! list(visual word, 1) (6.7)
Reduce stage: counting is performed for all visual words found in Map stage.
Reduceqf (visual word, list(visual word count))
! visual word count = ⌃(visual word count) (6.8)
The result is a non-normalized histogram. Figure 6.3 shows an overview of
complete Map-Reduce cycle for this phase.
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Figure 6.3: Map-Reduce cycle for Histogram Construction, 1. Map stage: perform
the translation from feature vector to a visual word, 2. Reduce stage: count the
number of occurrences of each visual word.
Finally, the distributed bag-of-features algorithm uses 2+n Map-Reduce cycles,
where n is the number of cycles required until k-means algorithm converges.
6.1.3 Implementation
The distributed bag-of-features algorithm was written in Java programming lan-
guage, and Implemented under Apache Hadoop framework, which is an open source
implementation of Map-Reduce architecture. The k-means implementation of the
Apache Mahout library [56] was used, which also provides various basic machine
learning algorithms, that runs over a Hadoop system.
This framework has been configured in pseudo-distributed mode, allowing to
run multiple instances in parallel on one machine, allowing to take advantage of
multicore architecture.
The source code of the implemented algorithm, is accessible at http://code.
google.com/p/bioingenium-large-scale-tools
6.1.4 Experimental evaluation
To have a basis for comparison, we defined a similar configuration to that used in
last chapter [57] where a sequential bag-of-features was employed. The regular grid
for feature extraction using patches of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels is used with an overlap of 4
pixels along the x and y axes. Each patch is processed using DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) and is represented by the 21 largest coefficients.
In order to verify the obtained improvement using parallel processing, we run the
proposed distributed bag-of-features algorithm, with a different number of processor
cores. From a single core to 10 cores.
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6.1.4.1 Experiment environment
The Map-Reduce framework was configured in pseudo-distributed mode, i.e., a sin-
gle node, with a Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU at 2.40GHz with 12 processor cores, and 32
GB of ram memory, with Apache Hadoop version 0.20.203 as Map-Reduce imple-
mentation installed over a Linux Ubuntu 10.04.
6.1.4.2 Visual search
We performed the retrieval experiment using direct visual matching, calculating
the level of similarity between images using the histogram intersection similarity
measure [50], as follows:
KHI(x, y) =
nX
i=1
min {xi, yi} (6.9)
where x and y are images and xi, yi indicate the frequency of the i th visual
feature in each image respectively.
6.1.4.3 Time consumption
Table 6.1 shows the speedup obtained by increasing the number of cores. Processing
time was calculated for each step. The results show a similar saving of time in each
step. As the required time in the dictionary learning stage, depends on the required
number of cycles until k-means algorithm converges, we calculated the average time
spent in each cycle and we have calculated the total time spent if 52 iterations were
required which is the amount used for a single core case. Table 6.1 shows that with
the addition of an extra core, we can reduce by half the processing time, and may
even further reduce processing time by adding more cores although the gain ratio is
reduced.
Figure 6.4 indicates that under the Amdahl’s law, approximately 85% of the
algorithm is parallelizable. According to this percentage, we estimate that increasing
the number of nodes, we could reach a speedup of about 6.6. Table 6.2 shows a
comparison in retrieval performance between the proposed multicore version and
the classic sequential BoF. In both cases we conducted 5 retrieval experiments and
the results were averaged.
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Table 6.1: Required computing time in a multicore infrastructure
Number Feature Dictionary Histogram
of cores extraction learning representation Totals
Time
Speedup
Time
Speedup
Time
Speedup
Time
Speedup
(minutes) (minutes) (minutes) (minutes)
1 core 66 – 344.5 – 90 – 500.5 _
(52) 65x5.3
2 cores 39 1.69 175.5 1.96 44 2.04 258.5 1.93
(61) 65x2.7
4 cores 31 2.12 110.5 3.12 31 2.90 172.5 2.90
(56) 65x1.7
10 cores 16 4.13 78 4.42 28 3.21 122 4.10
(43) 65x1.2
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Figure 6.4: Speedup obtained by increasing the number of cores and Amdahl’s law
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6.1.4.4 Performance in retrieval tasks
As shown in Table 6.2 the proposed strategy does not present significant degradation
in the quality of the representation, preserving the values of performance measures in
a similar range. Variations may be due to the random initialization of the K-means
algorithm, which still converges to a useful solution to construct the bag-of-features
representation.
Table 6.2: Performance in retrieval tasks
Performance Sequential BoF Distributed BoF
Metric (10 cores)
MAP 0.244±0.029 0.253±0.020
P@10 0.668±0.018 0.646±0.098
P@20 0.622±0.040 0.592±0.029
* Results reported for Visual Matching in[57]
6.2 Conclusions
We presented a strategy to extend the bag-of-features model in a distributed archi-
tecture allowing scalability to hundreds of thousands of images. The proposed par-
allelization strategy is based on the Map-Reduce Framework. This allows to achieve
parallelism reformulating the algorithm as a combination of basic Map and Reduce
functions, without altering the original algorithm. The experimental evaluation
demonstrates important speedups by dividing the computing workload in multiple
processing units. This allows to index large collections of images by harnessing the
computing infrastructure in a dedicated cluster. Also, the resulting representation
has no degradation in the quality of the representation, which translates in the same
performance for the underlying image search task.
Although the step of learning the visual vocabulary is considerably reduced with
this parallelization strategy, this is still expensive for a large number of images, due
to the number of map-reduce cycles required until the algorithm converges. This
can be improved by considering an online implementation of K-Means algorithm
which shows a faster convergence than the conventional batch approach [58]. This
is left for future research.
Chapter 7
Online Non-negative Semantic
Embedding
The main drawback of current multimodal learning strategies is that associated
algorithms are memory and computation intensive [59], which makes it difficult to
use them in a large scale setup. For instance, the work of Romberg et al. [60] aims
to build a multimodal index for a collection of 10 million Flickr images using a PLSA
based algorithm. However, in their experimental setup, they only could apply the
learning algorithm to a small sample of 10,000 images, losing the potential of such
a vast amount of training data.
Recent works investigate the extent to which probabilistic models can be paral-
lelized efficiently, overcoming underlying problems such as sharing data across work-
ers and other memory restrictions [61]. Similar approaches have been proposed for
parallelization of matrix factorization algorithms [62, 63] for web scale collections.
However, it still requires large computational resources dedicated to decompose big
matrices.
This Chapter presents an efficient version of the the NSE algorithm introduced
in Chapter 4. That version of the algorithm is based on the NMF model, using the
updating rule proposed by Lee et al. [45]. In order to make this algorithm applicable
to large image collections, we reformulated it as a online learning algorithm allowing
to reduce its computational requirements, both in terms of memory and processing
time.
The results presented in this chapter has been submitted to CIARP 3013.
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7.1 Online non-negative semantic embedding model
In order to make the NSE algorithm scalable, we want to reformulate the problem
under an online formulation using stochastic gradient descent, which is a gradient
descent optimization method for minimizing an objective function that is written as
a sum of differentiable functions. In this context, we can formulate the problem of
semantic embedding as the following optimization problem:
min
S 0 d(V, ST ) (7.1)
where, d(., .) is a function that measures the difference between V and ST . The
purpose is to find S that minimize this difference. The two most popular difference
measures used in this kind of problems are the Frobenius norm (least squared loss
function) and the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The optimization problem for the
two kinds of measurement is solved below.
7.2 Frobenius norm optimization
Using the Frobenius norm, the optimization problem in Eq. 7.1 may be rewritten
as:
min
S 0
 kV   STk2F +  R (S)  (7.2)
where, R(S) is a regularizer function and   a regularization parameter. k·kF is
the Frobenius norm of a matrix:
kV   STk2F =
nX
i=1
lX
k=1
(Vik   (ST )ik)2 (7.3)
where, n is the number of visual features and l is the number of training examples.
Defining R(S) as the Frobenius norm of the solution matrix (R(S) = kSk2F ) in
the optimization problem, we get:
min
S 0 kV   STk
2
F +   kSk2F (7.4)
The gradient of the objective function f(S) is:
rf (S) = 2 (ST   V )T T + 2 S (7.5)
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And the Updating rule for gradient descent optimization is:
S⌧+1 = S⌧    rf (S⌧ )
S⌧+1 = S⌧ +  
⇥
(V   S⌧T )TT    S⌧
⇤
(7.6)
where,   is the step size.
7.3 Kullback-Leibler divergence optimization
Another popular optimization function for NMF is the generalized Kullback-Leibler
divergence between V and ST [45], Although the KL-divergence equation is not
symmetric, and therefore, it is not strictly a distance metric, this allows us to take
advantage of the normalized visual and text representation that can be interpreted
as probability distributions. Zhirong Yang et al. [64] show that projected gradient
methods based in KL-divergence run faster and yield better approximation than
others widely used NMF algorithms.
The corresponding optimization problem is as follows:
min
S 0
nX
i=1
lX
k=1
✓
Vik log
✓
Vik
(ST )ik
◆
  Vik + (ST )ik
◆
(7.7)
The gradient of the optimization function f(S) is:
rf (S) =  [1]n⇥l   VST  T T
And finally the updating rule for gradient descent approach is:
S⌧+1 = S⌧ +  
✓
V
ST
  [1]n⇥l
◆
T T
 
(7.8)
7.4 Non-negativity restriction
This algorithm requires a non-negativity restriction that can be easily incorporated
by using a projected gradient strategy. The projection function maps a point back
to the feasible region in each iteration [65].
With ⌧ as the index of iterations, the projection function update the current
solution S⌧ to S⌧+1 by the following rule:
S⌧+1 = P [S⌧    rf (S⌧ )]
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P [sij] =
8<: sij0 if sij   0,if sij < 0, (7.9)
7.5 Probabilistic interpretation
If each column of the V matrix is normalized, it can be interpreted as the conditional
probability of finding a visual word i in a given document j. In the same way the T
matrix can be interpreted as the conditional probability of finding a semantic term
z in a given document j. And the S matrix can be interpreted as the probability
of a visual word i is related with a given term z. This probabilistic model can be
written as follows:
P (wi | dj) =
mX
k=1
P (wi | zk)P (zk | dj) (7.10)
7.6 Online formulation
The idea of online learning using stochastic approximations is to compute the new
solution for each unknown in the problem using a single data sample at a time. Then,
we can scan large data sets without memory restrictions, and this can be potentially
scaled up to large image datasets. The updating rule has to be reformulated in such
a way that it only depends on the ⌧ -th sample (vt , tt visual and text features for the
⌧ -th image). For the Frobenius norm, the updating rule is reformulated as follows:
S⌧+1 = S⌧ +  
⇥
(v⌧   S⌧ t⌧ ) tT⌧    S⌧
⇤
(7.11)
With this rule, the transformation matrix is updated using only one image example
with its corresponding text data at a time. Once the transformation matrix is
calculated, the image can be discarded, keeping low memory usage requirements.
For the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the updating rule is reformulated as follows:
S⌧+1 = S⌧ +  
✓
v⌧
S⌧ t⌧
  [1]n⇥1
◆
tT⌧
 
(7.12)
The resulting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.1. The algorithm 7.1 starts by
randomly initializing the transformation matrix. Each iteration consists on updating
the transformation matrix from an observed pair of visual and text features randomly
obtained. Since the stochastic algorithm does not need to remember examples from
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Algorithm 7.1 Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding
input S0: initial transformation matrix,  0: initial step size, N number of iterations
begin
for k = 1 : N
1. Step size calculation
 k =  0/(1 +  0 k)
2. Update transformation matrix
S⌧+1 = P
h
S⌧    
h⇣
v⌧
S⌧ t⌧
  [1]n⇥m
⌘
tT⌧
ii
end for
return S⌧+1
end
previous iterations, it can process large data sets with very low memory usage. The
step size used in this algorithm is a decreasing rate [66] that depends on the number
of iterations and an initial learning rate  .
A small variation of this algorithm is obtained by using several samples at each
iteration instead of using only one. Experimental results show faster execution when
using mini-batches instead of single examples, and also a better numerical stability
for the solution.
7.7 Image indexing and search
A special indexing case is when images do not have attached text. This situation
is very typical. For example, when users are interested in searching the database
using example images as queries. A new image without text can be projected to the
semantic space by finding the pseudo-inverse of the transformation matrix S+.
S+ =
 
STS +  I
  1
ST
t = S+v (7.13)
where, v is the visual representation of the new image and t is the semantic
representation and   is a regularization parameter. In this way, we can search the
database using an inferred text representation based in its visual features. Note the
fact that this pseudo-inverse matrix has to be preprocessed only once and then it is
stored in memory, making very efficient the projection process for a new image.
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7.8 Experimental evaluation
This section is intended to evaluate the proposed algorithm in terms of performance
in image retrieval task and its ability to scale up to large image collections.
7.8.1 Datasets
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm we have used three
different datasets with different size scales: Carcinoma dataset, Histology Atlas
dataset and MIRFlickr 25000 dataset.
MIRFlickr 25000 dataset. The purpose of using this dataset is only in order
to evaluate the proposed algorithm on a larger scale order. The MIRFlickr-25000
image data set is composed of 25,000 pictures downloaded from the popular online
photo sharing service Flickr. These photos were collected directly from the web, to
provide a realistic dataset for image retrieval research, with high-resolution images
and associated metadata [67]. This image collection has been manually annotated
using a set of 38 semantic terms.
7.8.2 Experimental setup
We conducted retrieval experiments under the query-by-example paradigm. In all
datasets 20% of images were randomly selected as queries and the remaining images
were used as the target collection to find relevant images.
We performed automatic experiments by sending a query to the system and eval-
uating the relevance of the results. A ranked image in the results list is considered
relevant if it shares at least one keyword with the query. For this experiment, the
evaluation was done using traditional measures of Image Retrieval, including Mean
Average Precision (MAP) and the Recall-Precision plots.
Image Features: In all datasets we build a bag-of-features representation, with
the following characteristics: We start by extracting patches of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels from a
set of training images with an overlap of 4 pixels along the x and y axes. The DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) transform is applied in each of the 3 RGB channels to
extract the largest 21 coefficients and their associated functions. A k-means cluster-
ing is applied to build a dictionary, for Carcinoma and the Histology Atlas datasets
we use 500 visual terms and for MIRFlickr we select a dictionary of 2000 features.
Once the vocabulary has been built, every image in the collection goes through the
patch extraction process. Each patch from an image is linked to one visual term
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in the dictionary using a nearest neighbor criterion. Finally, the histogram of fre-
quencies is constructed for each image. We experimentally found that 500 visual
terms for the Histology Atlas and Carcinoma and 2000 for MIRFlickr was enough to
achieve a good performance, and that larger dictionaries do not provide significant
improvements, but this would only add more computational load.
Text annotations: In these data sets the text annotations are clean and clearly
defined terms from a technical vocabulary. Since the annotation process was followed
by a systematic revision, there is no need to build a vector space model or to ac-
count for term frequencies. We build semantic vectors following a boolean approach,
assigning 1 to the terms attached to an image and 0 otherwise. This leads to 46-
dimensional binary vectors, for text representation in the Histology Atlas dataset,
18-dimensional binary vectors for Carcinoma dataset and 39-dimensional binary
vectors for Flickr.
7.8.2.1 Convergence
The first evaluation conducted in this work is the analysis of convergence of the
algorithm comparing the batch and online approaches.
Figure 7.1 shows the reconstruction error between the visual matrix and the
multiplication of the textual matrix and the learned transformation matrix, as shown
in the figure, the stochastic approach can achieve a very fast convergence rate in
comparison with the batch algorithm. It needs only about 4 epochs to achieve
convergence, on the other hand, the batch algorithm needs more than 50 epochs
to achieve a similar reconstruction error. Even so, our goal is not to reconstruct
exactly the visual matrix, but instead to obtain a transformation matrix the allows
to find in the better way the relationship between the visual and text representation
and serves as a bridge that could predict the possible text representation for images
with only visual information, and use it to try to improve the retrieval performance.
In order to do this, we perform retrieval experiments in several datasets shown as
follows.
7.8.3 Retrieval performance
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare the pro-
posed online algorithm with the classical NSE (based in KL-divergence and using
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Figure 7.1: Convergence comparison for gradient descent approach between classical
and stochastic formulations on Carcinoma, Histology Atlas and MIRFlickr data sets
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ONSE (FN) ONSE (KL)
Dataset  0     mini-batch size  0     mini-batch size
Carcinoma 2 3 2 2 2 16 2 5 2 2 24 16
Histology Atlas 2 4 2 3 1 16 2 6 2 3 2 16
MIRFlickr 2 7 2 4 1 32 2 8 2 10 2 32
Table 7.1: Results of parameter tuning for Online Non-negative Semantic Embed-
ding (ONSE) using Frobenius Norm (FN) and Kullback-Leibler and divergence (KL)
optimization approaches.
multiplicative updating rules) and the MMCR (Modified Multi-stage Convex Relax-
ation) proposed by Hsan et al. [68]. Although the MMCR algorithm was proposed
mainly for annotation, it is possible to use its semantic score vector as a new rep-
resentation for retrieval task. This evaluation consist in automatic experiments by
sending a query to the system and evaluating the relevance of the results. A ranked
image in the results list is considered relevant if it shares at least one keyword with
the query.
7.8.4 Parameter tuning
Each algorithm has a set of parameters that can impact the quality of the resulting
model. So, as preliminary evaluation, we focused in finding the better configuration
for each algorithm in each particular dataset. We perform retrieval experiments
using 10 fold cross-validation in the subset of 80% of the images that were not
selected as queries. Finally, we select the configuration that performs best in average
in all folds. The parameters that affect more drastically the quality of the results
are the initial step size  0 and the regularization parameter  . Improper settings of
these parameters may cause the algorithm to converge very slowly or diverge. As a
result, we present the best configuration for each dataset in the table 7.1.
Once, we had found the better configuration for this algorithm, we evaluate the
proposed algorithms with the remaining 20% of images as test. So we use this 20%
of images as queries and the 80% as finding objective. Table 7.2 summarizes the
findings of our experimental results.
In all cases, a general improvement over visual baseline (direct visual matching
using visual representation) is shown in MAP measure. We can also see that the
ONSE algorithm based on Kullback-Leibler divergence, in all cases improves over the
Least Squared based algorithm, showing that KL-divergence based algorithms are
more suitable for this kind of tasks. Finally, with the exception of the Histology Atlas
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Carcinoma Histology Atlas MIRFlickr
Algorithm MAP P@10 MAP P@10 MAP P@10
Visual 0.2236 0.3503 0.2107 0.6104 0.2505 0.4931
MMCR 0.3146 0.3322 0.5346 0.6030 0.3670 0.5063
NSE 0.3265 0.3249 0.4025 0.4148 0.3672 0.5079
ONSE (FN) 0.2621 0.2654 0.2621 0.2654 0.3405 0.4901
ONSE (KL) 0.3171 0.3651 0.3594 0.4439 0.3674 0.5065
Table 7.2: Image retrieval performance for all evaluated strategies. Reported mea-
sures are mean average precision (MAP) and precision at the first 10 results (P@10).
dataset, NSE, ONSE-KL and MMCR algorithms present a very similar performance.
7.8.5 Computational load
To show the ability to handle large scale dataset, we measure the time consumption
against the other approaches. Table 7.3 shows the average time consumption for
the training phase. Reported times are the result of running all algorithms 5 times
in a CPU at 2.4 Ghz using only one core. The size of each dataset is also reported
to observe how the algorithm complexity grows. NSE algorithm takes about 5
seconds to process the Carcinoma dataset, 9 to process the Histology Atlas collection
and finally increases to 494 seconds for MIRFlicker. MMCR have the most time
consuming, requiring about 2 seconds for Carcinoma, 14 for the Histology Atlas and
2834 for MIRFlickr. In contrast, the ONSE algorithm only requires 0.3 seconds for
Carcinoma, 1.2 for the Histology Atlas and 27 for MIRFlickr. Thus for MIRFlickr
dataset, ONSE algorithm is 18 times faster than NSE and 104 times faster than
MMCR.
An important fact is that the main reason for the reduction of training time is
that the number of required epochs until the ONSE algorithm converges is reduced
drastically (convergence in all algorithms is verified by means of a minimum thresh-
old required to improve the error in each epoch), in Carcinoma dataset we can see
a reduction from 130 epochs for NSE to only 4 in the Online version. In general
Bottou [69] shows that for a small collection, it is necessary to use very few epochs
and for large collections, only one full scan is required.
7.8.6 Memory usage
Table 7.4 shows the maximum memory usage for each algorithm. The results show
clearly that not only ONSE algorithm consumes less memory, but also the amount
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Dataset Size Algorithm Epochs Epoch Avg.
Time
Total Avg.
Time
(sec) (sec)
Carcinoma 1502
MMCR 8 0.2854 2.1878
NSE 130 0.0411 5.3442
ONSE (KL) 4 0.0836 0.3345
Histology Atlas 2641
MMCR 10 1.5351 14.2029
NSE 90 0.1009 9.0869
ONSE (KL) 4 0.3027 1.2086
MIRFlickr 25000
MMCR 10 283.4327 2834,3278
NSE 200 2.4701 494.017
ONSE (KL) 2 13.755497 27.2188
Table 7.3: Time consumption in training phase. Presents the amount of time re-
quired for each epoch (Epoch Avg. Time), and the total number of epochs and total
average time required until the algorithm converges (Total Avg. Time ).
MMCR NSE (KL) ONSE
Dataset Size Memory (MB)
Carcinoma 1502 232.6 188.8 149.9
Histology Atlas 2641 307.6 209.0 158.8
MIRFlickr 25000 2139.0 932.0 293.0
Table 7.4: Memory requirements in training phase, in megabytes (MB)
of memory required to increase the size of dataset does not increase as dramatically
as in the other algorithms.
7.9 Conclusions
The main reason of the drastically reduced processing time of ONSE, is that the num-
ber of epochs in the algorithm is reduced to a constant, cutting down dramatically
the time complexity. Our algorithm has been designed on top of stochastic learning
theory that is guaranteed to converge in a few epochs for medium collections and
just one full scan for large collection [69]. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm re-
duces the computational complexity decreasing the memory requirements. The only
element that must be kept in memory is the transformation matrix, since visual and
textual samples used in each update can be discarded, and it is only necessary to
process a small number of vectors for each iteration. This makes the algorithm very
suitable for large scale collections, since there is no practical limit of memory for
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scanning large image databases.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This work addressed the problem of retrieving histological images using as query
an example image. Under this setup, the system relies mainly on processing the
visual contents to find relevant images. But, matching visual similarities does not
necessarily lead to meaningful results, a problem known as the semantic gap [8].
To overcome the semantic gap, a multimodal semantic indexing was proposed
by exploiting additional information resources, such as image meta-data and ac-
companying text. An important issue is that in a very extensive collection, it is so
difficult to ensure an adequate annotation for each image, and in general we are in a
situation in which we have lots of images available and only a small portion of them
is actually annotated.
In order to overcome this drawback we proposed strategies that takes advantage
of the semantic information extracted from annotated images to improve the search
process in the entire collection.
8.1 Semantic Representation with multimodal In-
formation
This work presents a strategy to address the problem of indexing histological images,
using the multimodal information drawn from two kinds of data: images and the
available text from annotations. We introduce a strategy to find the relationships
between these two data modalities, the Non-negative Semantic Embedding, which
defines a mapping between visual and text data. Using this approach, the system is
able to project new images to the space defined by the semantic annotations.
The experimental evaluation demonstrates that the NSE method increases the
retrieval performance. The effectiveness of this method may be explained by the fact
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that it efficiently exploits the semantic information contained in text annotations.
But we must take into account that this methodology is mainly applicable in cases
where we have a controlled annotation process.
An important characteristic of the proposed method is that it naturally deals
with different types of data: non-annotated images, images with multiple annota-
tions, text queries, etc. This is accomplished by mapping both images and queries
to a common semantic representation space.
The NSE method obtains a general increase in retrieval performance, but is
surpassed in precision by the simple direct visual matching in the first results, where
the images have the greatest visual similarity. In this way, NSE is useful in the
situation where we are interested in finding a large amount of relevant results. But,
if we are interested in retrieving a few results with a high precision it is better to
use direct visual matching.
8.2 Fusing Visual and Semantic Contents
In order to improve the capacity of retrieving a greater amount of relevant results
without losing precision in the first results, we proposed the NSE-BP (NSE Back
projected) strategy that represents the images by combining visual and semantic
features.
Fusing visual and semantic data is a good strategy because they are comple-
mentary sources of information: while visual data tends to be ambiguous, semantic
data tends to be very specific; and while visual data provides detailed appearance
description, semantic data gives no clues on how an image looks like. So, depend-
ing on the fusion strategy, multimodal relationships become more useful for making
decisions on data.
8.3 Efficiency and scalability
The bag-of-features descriptor has shown very good results in retrieval and annota-
tion tasks [52]. Also, the semantic learning strategies have proven to be an important
tool to mitigate the semantic gap problem [8]. The main drawback of these strategies
is that this kind of algorithms are memory and computation intensive [70].
To make the proposed strategies applicable to real world problems, we must
ensure that these strategies are applicable to large collections of data. The strategies
employed to achieve scalability are the parallelization of algorithms that distribute
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the computational load, and the reformulation as online algorithms which reduces
the computational requirements, both in terms of memory and processing time.
For the bag-of-features we proposed a reformulation of the classical algorithm
for a distributed architecture. This allows to achieve parallelism by reformulating
the algorithm as a combination of basic Map and Reduce functions, without alter-
ing the original algorithm. The experimental evaluation demonstrates important
speedups by dividing the computing workload in multiple processing units. This
allows to index large collections of images by harnessing the computing infrastruc-
ture in a dedicated cluster. Also, the resulting representation has no degradation in
the quality of the representation, which translates in the same performance for the
underlying image retrieval task.
Although the step of learning the visual vocabulary is considerably reduced with
this parallelization strategy, this is still expensive for a large number of images, due
to the number of map-reduce cycles required until the algorithm converges. This
can be improved by considering an online implementation of K-Means algorithm
which shows a faster convergence than the conventional batch approach [58]. This
is left for future research.
For NSE algorithm we proposed a reformulation as an online learning algorithm
allowing to deal with large collections of data, achieving a significantly reduction in
memory requirements and computational load, but keeping a competitive retrieval
performance. The main reason that reduces the processing time is, that the number
of necessary epochs in the ONSE decreases drastically. The algorithm approach that
we follow in this work relies on recent theoretical advances for large scale learning,
which provide guarantees about convergence and scalability [66, 71].
8.4 Future work
The fact that NSE and NSEBP are linear transformation models has several advan-
tages, one of the most important is its simplicity, allowing easy implementation and
scalability, but it also imposes significant restrictions that limit its flexibility. For
example, semantics projection models could be extended by allowing a mapping in
a nonlinear way which would allow more precise projection. Furthermore, the com-
bination model by back-projection uses a simple linear combination between the
two modalities, but it is possible that more complex combinations approaches can
exploit better the relations between both modalities. Therefore, as a future work it
would be interesting to explore non-linear strategies.
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On the other hand, an important fact to keep in mind is that the two strategies
used to achieve scalability of the algorithms can be used in combination. For in-
stance, for the Bag-of-Features algorithm, we presented a parallelized strategy, but
in addition, it can also be reformulated as an online algorithm. Likewise, we could
further improve the ONSE algorithm on runtime and complexity, taking advan-
tage of parallel infrastructures using parallelized formulation of stochastic gradient
descent as is showed by Zinkevich et al.[72].
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Abstract
This paper presents a histology image indexing strategy for content-based
image retrieval that takes advantage of multimodal information, i.e., visual
data extracted from images and related text from annotations provided by
experts. The proposed strategy combines the two modalities to build an
improved, semantic-aware visual representation. The proposed strategy was
tested on a set of histology images with annotations identifying biological
systems and organs. The experimental evaluation shows and improvement on
mean average precision of 80.5% with respect to a strategy that exclusively
uses the visual information, and an improvement of 38.8% with respect to
a previously proposed multimodal indexing strategy.
Keywords: Multimodal information, histology images, image indexing,
information retrieval
1. Introduction
Large collections of biomedical images are becoming a very valuable
source of knowledge that may be helpful for research, education and for
medical decision support. The problem is to find a good strategy that al-
lows us to access these repositories in an e cient and e↵ective way. Access
to histological image repositories using a query-by-example (QBE) approach
based on low-level visual features has been investigated in di↵erent works
[1, 2]. Subsequent works [3, 4] showed that the semantic analysis of histology
images can be used to improve the response of an image retrieval system.
However, the semantic representation implies a dimensionality reduction,
which may involve reduction in discrimination capacity during the informa-
tion retrieval process. In this paper we propose a strategy to combine visual
and semantic representation in order to overcome this problem.
VII Seminario Internacional de Procesamiento y Ana´lisis de Ima´genes Me´dicas SIPAIM 2011
This work presents two main contributions: first, we propose a new
method for multimodal image visual content indexing enriched by the se-
mantic information present in annotations, second, we propose a method
to smoothly combine visual indexing and multimodal indexing to better ex-
ploit the advantages of each approach. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 presents the structure of the histology image collec-
tion used in this work; Section 3 presents the basic concepts of semantic
representations using matrix factorization; Section 4 presents the proposed
method to combine the visual and sematic information; Section 5 presents
the experimental evaluation; and, finally, Section 6 presents some concluding
remarks.
2. Histology Images
The collection of histology images of this study come from an atlas of his-
tology composed of 20,000 images of tissues from di↵erent biological systems
and organs (accessible via Internet at www.informed.unal.edu.co). From
this large collection, we selected for this work a subset of 2,641 images, that
contains annotations for each image, indicating the biological system and
observed organs, resulting in a total of 46 di↵erent categories.
Category: Lymphatic system. Lymphatic structure of
the digestive tract.
Category: Digestive system. Appendix.
Category: Female reproductive system. Ovarian.
Figure 1: Example of histology images with associated terms
3. Matrix Factorization for Semantic Representation
Using a bag-of-words model for text and visual features [5], we can rep-
resent an image by two matrices: Xv and Xt. where Xv 2 Rn⇥l is the matrix
of visual word frequencies, n is the number of visual words, l is the total
number of images in the collection, Xt 2 Rm⇥l is the matrix of text term
frequencies and m is the number of terms or keywords. The goal of seman-
tic representation, is to discover the underlying structure of these matrices
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to build an e↵ective index for image search. The semantic representation
method called Non-negative Semantic Embedding that we use as one of the
baselines in this paper, is based on the Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) algorithm[6].
3.1. Non-negative Matrix Factorization
The main purpose of NMF is to find an approximation of a matrix X,
in terms of two smaller matrices with the restriction of only allowing non-
negative values, as follows:
X ⇡WH . (1)
where X 2 Rp⇥l , W 2 Rp⇥r, H 2 Rr⇥l , p is the total number of
available features, l is the number of images in the collection, and r is the
rank of the decomposition. The matrix W is known as the basis matrix and
H is known as the encoding matrix.
The factorization is found by applying two multiplicative updating rules
for W and H following the Lee and Seung’s approach [7] and by solving the
associated optimization problem that corresponds to minimizing the squared
error of the decomposition or the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
original matrix and the reconstructed one.
3.2. Non-negative Semantic Embedding
In [8] a method for image indexing is presented, called Non-negative
Semantic Embedding (NSE), that assumes that the space spanned by text
terms is a good enough representation of image semantics, and uses it to
represent the images. In this approach the encoding matrix is directly the
matrix of text annotations:
Xv =WXt;W   0 . (2)
where W 2 Rn⇥m, n the number of visual features and m the number
of text terms. By solving W , we find a linear transformation that allows
us to represent visual information in the semantic space given by the text
annotations. The matrixW is obtained by running the multiplicative update
only for W .
3
4. Combining Visual And Semantic Features
Using a semantic representation it is possible to find relationships be-
tween images that have a high visual variability, providing an improvement
in the capacity of retrieval to get a greater amount of relevant results. The
NSE method is used in [8] obtaining a general increase in retrieval perfor-
mance, but is surpassed in precision by the simple direct visual matching
in the first results, where the images have a greatest visual similarity. In
this way, NSE is useful in the situation where we are interested in finding
a large amount of relevant results. But, if we are interested in retrieving a
few results with a high precision it is better to use direct visual matching.
In order to improve the capacity of retrieving a greater amount of rele-
vant results without losing precision in the first results, we propose a strategy
that represents the images by combining visual and semantic features. The
new image representation can be described by the following equation:
X 0v =  Xv + (1   )WXt (3)
where Xv is the original visual feature matrix, Xt is the original text
features matrix, W is the basis matrix of the semantic space calculated
in the training phase, WXt is the reconstructed visual matrix based on the
semantic representation and   2 [0, 1] is a weighting parameter that controls
the relative importance of the two representations.
4.1. Image Indexing and Search
When a new image yv, without text annotations, arrives, either to be
included in the collection or to be used as query, it is represented using the
following equation:
y0v =  yv + (1   )Wh (4)
where   2 [0, 1] is a weighting parameter, W is the basis matrix of the
semantic space calculated in the training phase, and h corresponds to the
representation of the image in the semantic space, which is found solving
the equation: yv =Wh .
5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the proposed strategy, we performed retrieval exper-
iments using the query-by-example paradigm. For this study we used a set
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of 2641 histology images. Of this group 100 images were randomly selected
as queries. The remaining 2541 images were used as the target collection to
find relevant images.
5.1.1. Visual Representation
The images are represented using the bag-of-features approach, as it has
been found to be an e↵ective representation for microscopy image analysis
[9, 5]. We extracted blocks of 8x8 pixels from a set of training images
with an overlap of 4 pixels along the x and y axes. The DCT (Discrete
Cosine Transform) is applied in each of the 3 RGB channels and are used the
largest 21 coe cients. A k-means clustering is applied to build a dictionary
of 500 visual terms. This bag-of-features configuration have shown a good
performance with similar types of histology images [9, 5].
5.1.2. Text annotations
Text annotations in this dataset are clean and clearly defined terms
from a technical vocabulary. Each image is represented by a semantic vector
following a boolean approach, assigning 1 to the terms attached to the image
and 0 otherwise. This leads to 46-dimensional binary vectors, which serve
to build the text matrix.
5.1.3. Similarity Measure
For the similarity measure, we used the histogram intersection similarity
[10], which has proven to be a very suitable measure for comparing images
in a bag-of-words representation:
KHI(x, y) =
nX
i=1
min {xi, yi} (5)
where x and y are images and xi , yi are the i-th occurrence of the visual
feature in these images.
5.2. Experiments
In order to find the better configuration for the combination of visual
and semantic features, we performed automatic experiments by sending a
query to the system and evaluating the relevance of the results with di↵erent
values of   and  . To evaluate the performance, we used two measures: Pre-
cision at 10 and MAP (Main Averange Precision), Figure 2 shows the results
of these two measures for di↵erent configurations of   and  . The points
over the gray line belong to the Pareto frontier, i.e. the points over the
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Figure 2: Pareto frontier
gray line are optimal solutions of this multiobjective optimization problem.
Figure 2 shows the trade-o↵ between the MAP performance and precision
at 10, this result is expected according to [8], where is shown that seman-
tic representation improves the capacity of recovering a greater amount of
relevant results, achieving an increase in the value of MAP, but causes a
reduction of precision in the first results. In the visual representation, the
behavior is opposite, we obtained a good performance in early position, but
the accuracy falls dramatically when we recover a greater amount of images.
An important result is that, with   =   = 0, i.e. a purely semantic
representation, we get a value of 0.47 of precision and a value of 0.579 of
MAP, both are considerably higher than the reported values in [8] using
NSE, this suggests that the transformation in the representation and the
change in the method of similarity measure (in [8] the dot product is used to
calculate the similarity in the semantic space ) allows us to use the semantic
information in a more appropriate way. This initial gain in the performance
caused by the transformation in the representation, allows us to compromise
some accuracy in order to get an improvement in the value of MAP.
According to the preliminary results, a good configuration is obtained
with   = 0.8, and   between 0.6 and 0.8, where we could get an improved in
MAP compared to the direct visual matching without a considerable loss of
precision. The performance of this configuration is evaluated in conjunction
with the NSE method and the direct visual matching using the Recall vs.
Precision graph (figure 3), where is showed that the performance of the
6
Figure 3: Recall vs. Precision Graph
Table 1: Performance measures for Visual Matching, NSE and Mixed Strategy
Method P@10 MAP Improvement
Visual Matching 0.650 0.210 N/A
NSE 0.273 0.265 +30.0%
Mixed   = 0.6,   = 0.8 0.720 0.379 +80.48%
mixed strategy usig   = 0.8, and   = 0.6 improve over the direct visual
matching and NSE. Table 1 summarizes the findings of our experimental
results.
6. Conclusions
We presented a strategy for image indexing that combines visual and
semantic features. The proposed mixed strategy is able to take advantage
of the benefits of each kind of representation. The experimental evaluation
demonstrated that with the appropriate combination of visual and semantic
information we obtained a significant increase in the general performance
during the information retrieval process, reaching improvements over the
direct visual matching and the NSE strategies.
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Abstract
Image indexing and search is becoming increasingly im-
portant in specialized fields where visual contents support
the decision making process. Building a content-based in-
dex for image search poses computational challenges when
the target collection is very large. This paper describes a
methodology to compute the bag-of-features descriptor for
indexing a medical image collection in a visual search en-
gine. The proposed methodology is oriented to run in the
Map-Reduce architecture, for achieving a proper computa-
tional load distribution that makes feasible the processing
of large image collections. Experiments were conducted
with a histology image dataset, to evaluate scalability and
the quality of retrieval performance. Results show impor-
tant speedups for computing image descriptors and no re-
duction in the quality of the representation, since the em-
ployed parallelization strategy does not have any approxi-
mation or simplification of the basic algorithm.
1 Introduction
The image acquisition facilities in recent years have in-
creased the popularity of large repositories of this kind of
data in different contexts such as personal photo collections,
scientific data and medical imaging. In medical and clini-
cal applications, these image collections have shown to be
a valuable source of knowledge, taking an important role in
education and research. In order to provide access to this
collections of images, the design of search engines able to
match visual contents is an active topic of research [5].
One of the problems of modern image collections is that
their size is very large that it becomes difficult to process
and work with them, using classic management tools. For
instance, modern hospitals can produce about 120,000 im-
ages per day; this is about 100 GB of data [10] that should
be indexed in a daily basis. Currently, we can generate huge
repositories of valuable data but we are not able to process
and manage them appropriately. So, the challenge is the de-
velopment of tools for an effective and efficient access to
this information.
A fundamental requirement for content-based image in-
dexing systems is a good representation of visual contents.
The bag-of-features is a descriptor that has become very
popular and has been used actively in retrieval and anno-
tation tasks, showing very good results [1]. The problem is
that computing this descriptor may result in a high compu-
tational cost, which makes it unfeasible to use on databases
with hundreds of thousands of images. Then, the challenge
is to implement this model in a distributed architecture that
allows for a scalable solution as more resources are added
to the computational infrastructure.
This paper proposes a parallelization strategy based on
the Map-Reduce Framework which has proven to be an ex-
tensible solution to solve the typical problems of working
with large data sets. The goal of the proposed approach
is to compute the representation for a collection of images
by harnessing computing resources in a cluster of machines
dedicated to index images. White et al. [15] presented two
strategies to compute the bag-of-features for web-scale im-
age collections. However, no experimental evaluation was
conducted by them neither to observe speedups nor to as-
sess the quality of image retrieval. In this work, we present
algorithmic details as well as comprehensive experiments to
estimate the applicability of this approach to practical image
search systems.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2
presents details of the bag-of-features model. Section 3
presents a brief introduction about Map-Reduce framework.
Section 4 defines details about the parallelization strat-
egy for bag-of-features algorithm and its implementation in
Map-Reduce. Section 5 presents experimental results and
Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.
2 Bag-of-Features Model
The bag-of-features model is an adaptation of the bag-
of-words used for text categorization and text retrieval [7].
In this kind of representation the sequences of words are
ignored and the number of occurrences of words in a docu-
ment is the only information taken into account. The bag-
of-features model is based on the idea that an image can
be treated as a document, which consists of a set of words,
which are visual characteristics that can be extracted from
an image subregion.
The final representation of the image is a histogram that
determines the number of times that each visual word was
found in an image. So, the image is represented in a simpli-
fied way by a counting independent features, and the spatial
relationships between these features are not taken into ac-
count. To build a bag-of-features representation three main
steps are required: 1) Feature extraction, 2) Learn visual vo-
cabulary and 3) Quantization of visual words for histogram
construction [4]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the three
steps.
Feature Extraction
The first step seeks to extract a set of local features within
an image, i.e., to describe a set of small subregions or blocks
from an image. This step presents an initial process consist-
ing in the detection or selection of these blocks. The way
to choose these blocks may vary. An alternative is to sim-
ply use a regular grid [8, 3], dividing the image into several
patches of equal size. In this way all regions of the im-
age are processed. Another alternative is to consider only
points of interest [11]. Once the subregions are selected,
some kind of descriptor to quantify the features is applied
to them. The kind of descriptor to use in these blocks can be
defined for convenience. For instance the raw block or more
elaborate descriptors such as SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform) [9] or DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) [14]
could be used. In any case the result of this stage is a set of
feature vectors.
Learn Visual Vocabulary
The purpose of this second step is to define our visual vo-
cabulary or codebook as a set of K visual words. This
seeks to group the wide range of visual features obtained
in the initial stage and reduce them to a representative set.
For this purpose the K-means clustering technique is usu-
ally employed, in which the final result is a set of centroids
that define the visual dictionary.
Histogram Construction
Having defined our visual dictionary, the last stage is to
translate all visual features obtained in the first step to vi-
sual words, this is done by calculating the distance of each
feature vector to each centroid and assign it to the nearest
one. Once the translation is done, a counting of how many
times a visual word is found in each image is performed,
thereby generating a histogram ofK visual words.
The K-means clustering is simple but it has high time
complexity when the data sets are large. In these circum-
stances the memory of a single machine can be a restriction.
Performance Considerations
This kind of representation has been proved succesful for
different computer visions tasks. However, the represen-
tation construction process requires a large computational
cost. First, considering the initial step, a high amount of
disk space is needed due to the intermediate representation
for a large number of patches or image subregions. In the
second stage, learning the visual vocabulary demands large
amounts of memory, since it is necessary to load and pro-
cess a large sample of these feature vectors and compare
them with each centroid, and furthermore requires an ex-
cessive amount of computing time because the K-means al-
gorithm needs numerous iterations until the algorithm con-
verges. All this requirements make this model not a fea-
sible choice for collections with hundreds of thousands of
images.
To overcome this drawback, we consider a distributed
environment to extend the model for use in a architecture
that achieves an efficient split of the computational load.
For this purpose, we adopt the Map-Reduce architecture
and reformulate the bag-of-features method to fit it natu-
rally within the framework.
3 Map-Reduce Framework
Map-Reduce is a framework proposed by Google to sup-
port distributed data processing. In simple terms, a program
based on this architecture must have defined two functions:
Map and Reduce. The Map function is applied in parallel to
all input items, and Reduce function usually seeks to com-
bine the results of processes performed in parallel by the
MAP function. Both functions are defined with a structured
data in key-value pairs. Map function takes a pair of data in
one defined domain, and returns a list of pairs belonging to
other domain: Map(k1, v1)! list(k2, v2).
The framework collects the pairs returned by all Maps
and generate a group composed of pairs with the same key.
The Reduce function is then applied to each group, which
in turn produces a collection of values in the same domain:
Reduce(k2, list(v2))! list(v3).
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Figure 1. Overview of the bag-of-features representation illustrating the three steps: 1. Local features
extracted from a training set, 2. Learning a visual vocabulary using k-means and 3. visual words
occurrences are accounted in a histogram.
Figure 2. Feature extraction stage, 1. Map:
perform the feature extraction for all patches,
2. Reduce: group together all results.
The result of each Reduce call is typically one value or
an empty return, though one call is allowed to return more
than one value. Finally, the results of all Reduce calls are
collected as the desired result list. Thus any algorithm can
be implemented in this architecture if it can be defined in
certain parts that can be processed independently in parallel
and were only interested in combining the final result.
4 Bag-of-Features in a Distributed Architec-
ture
Initially we must note that the three main stages: fea-
ture extraction, visual vocabulary learning and histogram
construction, should remain sequential to each other, since
each stage depends on results obtained in the previous step,
but within each stage we can define different parallelization
strategies.
4.1 Distributed feature extraction
The objective in this step is to generate a set of feature
vectors that describes each patch extracted from each im-
age. The strategy of paralelization is very simple, since each
image could be processed independently of the others. This
stage can be divided basically into the following steps: 1)
Extract a set of patches from each image. 2) Generate a
feature vector for each patch.
The map and reduce stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: process a subset of images, i.e., perform the
feature extraction process for all patch set from each image.
As result of the process a set of feature vectors is returned.
Mapfe(image id, binary data)
! list(image id, feature vector) (1)
Reduce stage: In this case Reduce function takes no action
in the data and the output list is identical to the input list.
Reducefe(image id, list(feature vector))
! list(feature vector) (2)
Figure 2 shows an overview of complete Map-Reduce cycle
for this phase.
4.2 Learn visual vocabulary
For this step a significant sample of all previously ex-
tracted feature vectors is used to learn the visual dictionary.
The K-means algorithm can be computed in a distributed
mode by delegating the distance computations to different
workers. This stage can be divided basically into the follow-
ing steps: 1) Initialize randomly an number k of centroids.
2) For each feature vector, calculate the nearest centroid us-
ing euclidian distance and assign the feature vector to this
cluster (or visual word). 3) Re-compute centroids (mean of
feature vectors in cluster).4) Stop when there are no new
re-assignments.
The map and reduce stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: calculates the distances between samples
and centroids; matches samples with the nearest centroid
and assigns them to that specific cluster. Each map task is
processed with a data block.
Maplv(visual word, featrure vector)
! list(visual word, featrure vector) (3)
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Reduce stage: recalculates the centroid point using the av-
erage of the coordinates of all the points in that cluster. The
associated points are averaged out to produce the new loca-
tion of the centroid. The centroids configuration is given as
feedback into the Mappers.
Reducelv(visual word, list(featrure vector))
! cluster = avg(featrure vector) (4)
This Map-Reduce cycle is repeated until the centroids con-
verge. The final centroids will be the representative vectors
of each visual word.
4.3 Quantize features using visual vocab-
ulary
In this final step the final image representation is gener-
ated completing the following steps: 1) Translation of each
feature vector to a visual word, using the previously learned
codebook. 2) Calculate the histogram. The map and reduce
stages can be defined as follows:
Map stage: all features vector are compared with the
learned visual codebook, and again is used the euclidian dis-
tance as proximity criterion to find the closer cluster, which
will be assigned.
Mapqf (image id, featrure vector)
! list(visual word, 1) (5)
Reduce stage: counting is performed for all visual words
found in Map stage.
Reduceqf (visual word, list(visual word count))
! visual word count = ⌃(visual word count) (6)
The result is a non-normalized histogram. Figure 3 shows
an overview of complete Map-Reduce cycle for this phase.
Finally, the distributed bag-of-features algorithm uses
2 + n Map-Reduce cycles, where n is the number of cy-
cles required until k-means algorithm converges.
4.4 Implementation
The distributed bag-of-features algorithm was written
in Java programming language, and Implemented under
Apache Hadoop framework, which is an open source imple-
mentation of Map-Reduce architecture. The k-means im-
plementation of the Apache Mahout library [6] was used,
which also provides various basic machine learning algo-
rithms, that runs over a Hadoop system.
This framework has been configured in pseudo-
distributed mode, allowing to run multiple instances in par-
allel on one machine, allowing to take advantage of multi-
core architecture.
5 Experiments
5.1 Data set
In this work we used a set of 2,641 histology images.
This selection of images comes from a collection of dif-
ferent biological systems and organs, which were stained
using Hematoxiline & Eosine and Immunohistochemical
techniques. The collection includes photographs of histol-
ogy slides acquired with a digital camera coupled to a mi-
croscope, using different magnification factors to focus im-
portant biological structures. The main use of this collection
is for educational and research purposes, and is accessible
via Internet at http://www.informed.unal.edu.co. These im-
ages were classified in 46 categories defined by the biolog-
ical system and organ shown. In [13] the bag-of-features
model is evaluated in its sequential form, as a descriptor for
this set of images.
5.2 Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we con-
ducted retrieval experiments under the query-by-example
paradigm. A set of 100 images were randomly selected
as queries from the database of 2,641 images used in this
study. The remaining 2,541 images were used as the target
collection to find relevant images.
We performed automatic retrieval experiments by send-
ing a query to the system and evaluating the relevance of
the results. A ranked image in the results list is considered
relevant if it shares at least one keyword with the query. For
this experiment, the evaluation was done using traditional
image retrieval performance measures, including mean av-
erage precision (MAP) and early precision measures.
To have a basis for comparison, we defined a similar
configuration to that used in [13] where a sequential bag-
of-features was employed. The regular grid for feature ex-
traction using patches of 8x8 pixels is used with an overlap
of 4 pixels along the x and y axes. Each patch is processed
using DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) and is represented
by the 21 largest coefficients.
In order to verify the obtained improvement using par-
allel processing, we run the proposed distributed bag-of-
features algorithm, with a different number of processor
cores. From a single core to 10 cores.
5.3 Experiment environment
The Map-Reduce framework was configured in pseudo-
distributed mode, i.e., a single node, with a Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU at 2.40GHz with 12 processor cores, and
32 GB of ram memory, with Apache Hadoop version
0.20.203 as Map-Reduce implementation installed over a
Linux Ubuntu 10.04.
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Figure 3. Histogram Construction stage, 1. Map: perform the translation from feature vector to a
visual word, 2. Reduce: count the number of occurrences of each visual word.
Table 1. Required computing time in a multicore infrastructure
Number Feature Dictionary Histogram
of cores extraction learning representation Totals
Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup Time (minutes) Speedup
1 core 66 – 344.5 – 90 – 500.5
2 cores 39 1.69 175.5 1.96 44 2.04 258.5 1.93
4 cores 31 2.12 110.5 3.12 31 2.90 172.5 2.90
10 cores 16 4.13 78 4.42 28 3.21 122 4.10
5.3.1 Visual Search
We performed the retrieval experiment using direct visual
matching, calculating the level of similarity between images
using the histogram intersection similarity measure [12], as
follows:
KHI(x, y) =
nX
i=1
min {xi, yi} . (7)
where x and y are images and xi, yi indicate the frequency
of the i-th visual feature in each image respectively.
5.4 Results
Table 1 shows the speed up obtained by increasing the
number of cores. Processing time was calculated for each
step. The results show a similar saving of time in each step.
As the required time in the dictionary learning stage, de-
pends on the required number of cycles until k-means al-
gorithm converges, we calculated the average time spent in
each cycle and we have calculated the total time spent if 52
iterations were required which is the amount used for a sin-
gle core case. Table 1 shows that with the addition of an
extra core, we can reduce by half the processing time, and
may even further reduce processing time by adding more
cores although the gain ratio is reduced.
The observed speedups in the last column of Table 1
were plotted and compared with the theoretical speedups of
the Amdahl’s law. This is observed in Figure 4, which indi-
cates that in practice we can achieve 85% of parallelization.
Theoretically, the algorithm to compute a bag-of-features
is almost 100% parallelizable, so there is a 15% of loss in
practice when running the algorithm on this architecture.
This loss can be observed in all three stages of the algo-
rithm, so it may be explained by communication delays and
infrastructure management. We consider that this is not a
critical loss when the image collection is very large, since
on the other hand, we are overcoming memory limitations
and other problems associated to managing large amounts
of data.
The next evaluation that we conducted in this work is to
observe the quality of the search process. Table 2 shows a
comparison of retrieval performance between the proposed
parallel version and the sequential results reported in [13].
In both cases we conducted 5 retrieval experiments with
100 queries each, resulting on 500 different query evalua-
tions. The reported results are the average of these experi-
ments. According to the results in Table 2 the variation in
Table 2. Performance in retrieval tasks
Performance Sequential BoF * Distributed BoF
Metric (10 cores)
MAP 0.244±0.029 0.253±0.020
P@10 0.668±0.018 0.646±0.098
P@20 0.622±0.040 0.592±0.029
* Results reported for Visual Matching in[13]
performance is very small for the repetitions of the exper-
iments and the total number of queries. These variations
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Figure 4. Speed up obtained by increasing
the number of cores and Amdahl’s law
may be due to the random initialization of the K-means al-
gorithm, or the error rate at the final iteration. Yet, the algo-
rithm converges to a useful solution to construct a bag-of-
features representation and preserves the values of perfor-
mance measures in a similar range.
6 Conclusions
We presented a strategy to implement the bag-of-features
method in a distributed architecture following the Map-
Reduce Framework. This allows to achieve parallelism by
reformulating the algorithm without altering the original al-
gorithm. The experimental evaluation demonstrates impor-
tant speedups by dividing the computing workload in mul-
tiple processing units. This allows to index large collec-
tions of images by harnessing the computing infrastructure
in a dedicated cluster. Also, the resulting representation has
no degradation in the quality of the representation, which
translages in the same performance for the underlying im-
age search task.
The step of learning the visual vocabulary can be fur-
ther improved by considering an online implementation of
the K-Means algorithm, which shows a faster convergence
than the conventional batch approach [2]. This is left for
future research. The proposed algorithm has been imple-
mented and evaluated using the Apache Hadoop framework
and we provide access to the source code via Internet at
http://code.google.com/p/bioingenium-large-scale-tools.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel method to address the problem of index-
ing a large set of images taking advantage of associated multimodal content such
as text or tags. The method finds relationships between the visual and text modal-
ities enriching the image content representation to improve the performance of
content-based image search.
This method finds a mapping that connects visual and text information that al-
lows to project new (annotated and unannotated) images to the space defined
by semantic annotations, this new representation can be used to search into the
collection using a query-by-example strategy and to annotate new unannotated
images. The principal advantage of the proposed method is its formulation as an
online learning algorithm, which can scale to deal with large image collections.
The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed method, in comparison with
several baseline methods, is faster and consumes less memory, keeping a compet-
itive performance in content-based image search.
1 Introduction
Large online collections of images are becoming common, thanks to the fast advance
in acquisition, storage and communication technology. These collections are potential
source of knowledge, but an effective and efficient access to them is fundamental to
harness this potential. The classic way to search for images is by typing keywords on
a search engine, but in many cases it is desirable to search by providing an example
image. This approach, called content-based image retrieval, has been studied during the
last two decades resulting in important progress . However, it is well known that match-
ing visual features alone may lead to results with lack of semantic validity [16]. In this
paper we address the problem of indexing the visual content of an image collection,
enriching it with the semantic information provided by text annotations. The method
presented in this papers learns relationships between visual features and text keywords
co-occurring in images. A successful strategy to find these relationships is to build a
common semantic representation space where both image and text content are embed-
ded. This has been previously approached using different methods: Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [8], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1], Non-negative Matrix Fac-
torization (NMF) [4] and Non-negative Semantic Embedding (NSE) [19], among oth-
ers. The main drawback of most semantic learning strategies is that the algorithms are
memory and computation intensive [7]. In order to address this drawback, it is proposed
a reformulation of the NSE algorithm as an online learning process, which scales up to
data collections with a vast amount of samples.
This work presents two main contributions: first, a reformulation of the NSE algo-
rithm to make it scalable to large image collections, and second, an experimental eval-
uation of the algorithm performance in a content-based image retrieval task. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work; Section 3 intro-
duces the proposed method called Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding (ONSE);
Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation; and, finally, Section 5 presents some
concluding remarks.
2 Related Work
The strategy of finding relationships between visual and text representations has been
extensively studied in the last years, specially focused in the task of image annotation.
However many of the proposed algorithms have been designed without considering a
large scale setup [15,10,11]. In some cases, these algorithms can be scaled up by rely-
ing on parallelized implementations and assuming the availability of abundant compu-
tational resources. However, this can be expensive, tricky and hard to accomplish.
There are some works that try to make semantic embedding approaches suitable for
large scale collections. For example, Hsan et al. [18] propose to utilize multi-modality
cues by incorporating visual and textual information as embedded objects, by using a
simple linear projection to approximate the embedding functions, solving a non-smooth
convex optimization problem. Their goal is to make the method (called Modified Multi-
stage Convex Relaxation, MMCR) suitable for large scale image collections by refor-
mulating the basic algorithm in some way that is possible to reduce the time complexity
and the amount of storage, achieving a significant reduction in time complexity. Also,
Jason Weston et al. [20] present a scalable architecture, proposing methods that learn
to represent images and annotations jointly in a low dimension embedding space. To
make training time efficient, they propose a loss function based in stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) approach. Likewise, Juan Caicedo et al. [6] propose multimodal ma-
trix factorization algorithms based on SGD to decompose a training data set, and find
correspondences between visual patterns and text terms in large image collection.
The proposed algorithm in this work is based on a stochastic gradient descent ap-
proach, which, according to the work of Bottou [2], requires very little time to reach
a predefined expected risk. This makes the strategy suitable for large scale learning
problems, providing guarantees about convergence and scalability [2,3].
3 Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding Model
When the image associated text has a rich and clean semantic interpretation (e.g. tags
provided by experts), the text representation may be used directly as the semantic space.
So the problem of finding a common semantic representation for both visual and text
content is reduced to map the visual content to the semantic space defined by the tags.
A method that follows this strategy is the Non-negative Semantic Embedding (NSE)
[19].
3.1 Non-negative semantic embedding
If the visual and semantic representations are vectors, a database of images can be rep-
resented with two matrices by joining the corresponding vectors of visual and semantic
features as columns of the matrices. Let V 2 Rn⇥l be the matrix of visual features,
where n is the number of visual patterns in the bag of features representations and l
the number of images in the collection, and let T 2 Rm⇥l be the matrix of text terms,
with m the number of keywords in the terms dictionary. NSE is used when we assume
that the semantic encoding is already known, and we use it to index and represent all
images in the collection. We formulate this problem as finding a linear transformation
of the visual data imposing a non negativity constraint on the solution: V ⇡ ST ;S   0.
Where, S 2 Rn⇥m is the transformation matrix representing the relationships between
the visual and text modalities. The non-negativity constraint in this case enforces an
additive reconstruction of visual features, since vectors in the matrix S can be thought
of as parts of images that are combined according to the presence of associated labels.
Notice that the vectors in S can be interpreted as the visual features related to each text
term. Our purpose is to solve the problem under an online formulation using stochastic
gradient descent, which is a gradient descent optimization method for minimizing an
objective function that is written as a sum of differentiable functions. In this context,
we can formulate the problem of semantic embedding as the optimization problem of
min
S 0 d(V,ST ). Where, d(., .) is a function that measures the difference between V and
ST . The purpose is to find S that minimize this difference.
3.2 Kullback-Leibler divergence optimization
A popular measure function for NMF is the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence
between V and ST [14], Although the KL-divergence equation is not symmetric, and
therefore, it is not strictly a distance metric. This allows to take advantage of the nor-
malized visual and text representation that can be interpreted as probability distribu-
tions. Zhirong Yang et. al [21] show that projected gradient methods based in for KL-
divergence runs faster and yields better approximation than others widely used NMF
algorithms. The updating rule for gradient descent approach with   as the index of iter-
ations and   as the step size is:
S +1 = S  +  
✓
V
ST
  [1]n⇥l
◆
TT
 
. (1)
This algorithm requires a non-negativity restriction that can be incorporated by us-
ing a projected gradient strategy. The projection function maps a point back to the
feasible region in each iteration [13], updating the current solution S  to S +1 by the
following rule:
S +1 = P [S       f (S  )] ; P[si j ] =
(
si j
0
i f si j   0,
i f si j < 0,
. (2)
3.3 Online formulation
The idea of online learning using stochastic approximations is to compute the new
solution for each unknown in the problem using a single data sample at a time. Then,
Algoritmo 1 Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding
input S0: Initial transformation matrix,  0: initial step size, N: number of iterations
for k = 1 to N do
1. Step size calculation:  k =  0/(1+  0 k)
2. Update transformation matrix: S +1 = P
h
S     k
h⇣
v 
S  t    [1]n⇥m
⌘
tT 
ii
end for
return S +1
we can scan large data sets without memory restrictions. The updating rule has to be
reformulated in such a way that it only depends on the  -th sample (vt , tt , visual and
text features for the  -th image). The updating rule is reformulated as follows:
S +1 = S  +  
✓
v 
S  t 
  [1]n⇥1
◆
tT 
 
. (3)
The resulting algorithm (Algorithm 1) starts by randomly initialization of the trans-
formation matrix. Each iteration consists on updating the transformation matrix from
an observed pair of visual and text features randomly obtained. The step size used in
this algorithm is a decreasing rate [2] that depends on the number of iterations and an
initial learning rate  0. A small variation of this algorithm is obtained by using several
samples at each iteration instead of using only one. Experimental results show faster ex-
ecution when using mini-batches instead of single examples, and also a better numerical
stability for the solution.
3.4 Image Indexing and Search
A special indexing case is when images do not have attached text. An example of this
situation is when users are interested in searching the database using example images
as queries. A new image without text can be projected to the semantic space by finding
the pseudo-inverse of the transformation matrix (S+) .
t = S+v; S+ =
⇣
STS+  I
⌘ 1
ST . (4)
where, v is the visual representation of the new image, t is the semantic represen-
tation and   is a regularization parameter. In this way we can searching the database
using an inferred text representation based in its visual features. This pseudo-inverse
matrix has to be preprocessed only once and storing in memory, making very efficient
the process of projection for a new image. Finally, the ranking function for semantic
search is based on the histogram intersection similarity[17].
4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Datasets
The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated using three different datasets
with different sizes:
Carcinoma dataset. The Carcinoma dataset is a histopathology image collection
that has been used to diagnose a special kind of skin cancer known as basal-cell carci-
noma [5]. It is composed of 1,502 images that were studied and annotated by pathol-
ogists to highlight various tissue structures and relevant diagnostic information, elabo-
rating a list with 18 terms. These images were acquired at various magnification levels,
including 8X, 10X and 20X, and stored at 1280⇥ 1024 pixels. The list of keywords
includes terms like micro-nodules, elastosis, and fibrosis, among others.
Histology dataset. The Histology dataset is composed of 2,641 images extracted
from an atlas of histology for the study of the four fundamental tissues [19]. The col-
lection includes photographs of histology in different magnification factors (10X, 20X
and 40X). The resolution of these images is about 800⇥500 pixels. Each of these im-
ages was annotated by an expert, indicating the biological system and organs that can
be observed. The total number of different keywords in this data set is 46.
MIRFlickr 25000 dataset. The MIRFlickr-25000 image dataset is composed of
25,000 pictures downloaded from the popular online photo sharing service Flickr. These
photos were collected directly from the web, to provide a realistic dataset for image re-
trieval research, with high-resolution images and associated metadata [12]. This image
collection has been manually annotated using a set of 38 semantic terms.
4.2 Experimental Setup
We conducted retrieval experiments under the query-by-example paradigm. In all datasets
20% of images were randomly selected as queries and the remaining images were used
as the target collection to find relevant images. We performed automatic experiments
by sending a query to the system and evaluating the relevance of the results. A ranked
image in the results list is considered relevant if it shares at least one keyword with the
query. The evaluation was done using traditional measures of image retrieval, including
precision at 10 and mean average precision (MAP).
Image Features. In all datasets we build a bag-of-features representation, with the
following characteristics: Patches of 8⇥ 8 pixels are extracted from a set of training
images with an overlap of 4 pixels along the x and y axes. The DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) transform is applied in each of the 3 RGB channels to extract the largest
21 coefficients. (DCT-based visual codewords has been found to be an effective repre-
sentation for microscopy image analysis [9]). A k-means clustering is applied to build
a dictionary. For Carcinoma and Histology datasets we use 500 visual terms and for
MIRFlickr we select a dictionary of 2000 features (larger dictionaries do not provide
significant improvements, but just more computational load). Once the vocabulary has
been built, every image in the collection goes through the patch extraction process.
Each patch from an image is linked to one visual term in the dictionary using a nearest
neighbor criterion. Finally, the histogram of frequencies is constructed for each image.
Text annotations. In these data sets the text annotations are clean and clearly defined
terms from a technical vocabulary and these represent directly the semantic space. We
build semantic vectors following a boolean approach, assigning 1 to the terms attached
to an image and 0 otherwise. This leads to 46-dimensional binary vectors, for text repre-
sentation in the Histology dataset, 18-dimensional binary vectors for Carcinoma dataset
and 39-dimensional binary vectors for Flickr.
4.3 Retrieval Performance
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare the pro-
posed online algorithm with the classical NSE and the MMCR (Modified Multi-stage
Convex Relaxation) proposed by Hsan et. al [18]. Although the MMCR algorithm was
proposed mainly for annotation, it is possible to use its semantic score vector as a new
representation for retrieval task.
Parameter Tuning. The proposed algorithm has a set of parameters that can impact
the quality of the resulting model. Improper settings of these parameters may cause
the algorithm converge slowly or diverge. So, as preliminary evaluation, we perform an
exploration of these parameters by retrieval experiments using cross-validation 10 fold
in the subset of 80% of the images that were not selected as queries. And, we select the
configuration that perform better in average in all folds (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of parameter tuning for Online Non-negative Semantic Embedding (ONSE).
Carcinoma Histology MIRFlickr
 0     Mini-batch size  0     Mini-batch size  0     Mini-batch size
2 5 2 2 24 16 2 6 2 3 2 16 2 8 2 10 2 32
Once, we had found the better configuration, we evaluate the proposed algorithm
with the remaining 20% of images as test. So we use this 20% of images as queries
and the 80% as finding objective. Table 2 summarizes the findings of our experimental
results. In all cases, a general improvement over visual baseline (direct visual matching
using visual representation) is shown in MAP measure. And, with the exception of
the Histology dataset NSE, ONSE-KL and MMCR algorithms, present a very similar
performance.
Table 2. Image retrieval performance. Reported measures are Mean Average Precision (MAP)
and Precision at the first 10 results (P@10).
Algorithm Carcinoma Histology MIRFlickr
MAP P@10 MAP P@10 MAP P@10
Visual 0.2236 0.3503 0.2107 0.6104 0.2505 0.4931
MMCR [18] 0.3146 0.3322 0.5346 0.6030 0.3670 0.5063
NSE [19] 0.3265 0.3249 0.4025 0.4148 0.3672 0.5079
ONSE 0.3171 0.3651 0.3594 0.4439 0.3674 0.5065
4.4 Computational Load
Table 3 shows the average time consumption for the training phase. Reported times are
the result of running all algorithms 5 times in a computer with 4 GB of ram memory and
a CPU at 2.4Ghz using only one core. The size of each dataset is also reported to observe
how the algorithm complexity grows. NSE algorithm take about 5 seconds to process
the Carcinoma dataset, 9 to process the Histology collection and finally increases to
494 seconds for MIRFlickr. MMCR have the most time consuming, requiring about
2 seconds for Carcinoma 14 for Histology and 2834 for MIRFlickr. In contrast, the
ONSE algorithm only requires 0.3 seconds for Carcinoma, 1.2 for Histology and 27 for
MIRFlickr. Thus for MIRFlickr dataset, ONSE algorithm is 18 times faster than NSE
and 104 times faster than MMCR.
Table 3. Time consumption in training phase: Time required for each epoch (Epoch Avg. Time)
and the total average time required until convergence (Total Avg. Time ). The algorithm presented
in this paper (ONSE) is compared against MMCR [18] and NSE [19].
Dataset Size Algorithm Epochs Epoch Avg. Time (sec) Total Avg. Time (sec)
Carcinoma 1502
MMCR 8 0.2854 2.1878
NSE 130 0.0411 5.3442
ONSE 4 0.0836 0.3345
Histology 2641
MMCR 10 1.5351 14.2029
NSE 90 0.1009 9.0869
ONSE 4 0.3027 1.2086
MIRFlickr 25000
MMCR 10 283.4327 2834,3278
NSE 200 2.4701 494.017
ONSE 2 13.755497 27.2188
The main reason for the reduction of training time, is, that the number of required
epochs until the ONSE algorithm converges is reduced drastically (convergence in all
algorithms is verified by means of a minimum threshold required to improve the error
in each epoch). For instance, in the carcinoma dataset the NSE algorithm required 130
full scans to the training set and the online version only needed 4. In general, Bottou
[3] shows that for a small collection, it is necessary to use very few epochs and for
large collections, one full scan is enough. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm reduces
the memory requirements, since the only element necessary to keep in memory is the
transformation matrix, since visual and textual samples used in each update can be
discarded,.
5 Conclusions
We presented an approach for large image indexing that takes advantage of text anno-
tations to provide a semantic representation space where the visual content of images
is embedded. This approach is a reformulation of NSE as an online learning algorithm
allowing to deal with large collections of data, achieving a significantly reduction in
memory requirements and computational load, but keeping a competitive retrieval per-
formance.
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Abstract. This paper describes the participation of the Bioingenium re-
search group of Universidad Nacional de Colombia in the ImageCLEF2012
Medical Retrieval challenge, specifically in the ad-hoc image-based re-
trieval task. The methods used for solving textual and visual queries with
which we submitted uni-modal runs are described. They were ranked 1st
and 3rd respectively. These results have been obtained by using our own
implementation of Okapi-BM25 weighting scheme for text retrieval, and
by adding spatial layouts to the CEDD descriptors for visual retrieval.
We also used these uni-modal features to learn multimodal representa-
tions using matrix factorization for solving visual queries. Despite the
potential of multimodal indexes to improve the quality of visual queries,
these experiments were not as successful as uni-modal indexes. We dis-
cuss the main findings of all these experiments.
Keywords: Image Retrieval, Medical Images, Multimodal Indexing.
1 Introduction
This paper describes the participation of the Bioingenium research group of
Universidad Nacional de Colombia in the 2012 version of the Medical Image
Retrieval challenge at ImageCLEF [7]. Our first motivation was to investigate
the extent to which textual and visual indexes may be improved for searching
in the collection of medical images, using keywords and visual examples sep-
arately. We aimed at designing suitable textual and visual representations by
extending models that were successful in previous years, and preparing these
representations for subsequent multimodal analysis.
For text indexing, we developed our own implementation of Okapi-BM25,
which allows to determine limits on the number of terms used in the vector rep-
resentation, by pruning irrelevant terms and keeping the most informative ones.
For visual indexing, we introduced a spatial pyramid of CEDD features, making
recursive partitions of the image and computing descriptors in each subregion.
This representation extends the popular CEDD descriptor with spatial informa-
tion, which results in an improved performance. We also implemented spatial
extensions for bag-of-features histograms.
Our second motivation was to build an enhanced image index using both
modalities, but for searching with visual examples only. The goal was to learn
a multimodal representation that incorporates textual and visual information in
the database, and then predict the multimodal representation for queries using
visual features. This represents a very challenging problem since the medical
image collection, with more than 300K images, constitutes a very large training
set that poses computational di culties for most learning algorithms. Other
problems arise from this large multimodal image collection, such as the high
dimensionality of textual and visual representations, and the presence of noise.
The results obtained with uni-modal strategies were successful in the gen-
eral pooling, which ranked first in the case of textual queries among 54 other
submissions, and third in the case of visual queries among 36 experiments. We
consider that the multimodal indexing submission was not successful since it did
not improve upon our own visual indexing strategy, which was the original goal.
However, further experiments conducted o↵ competition demonstrate interesting
improvements. We believe that further research in this front may help to design
more accurate image search systems working with the query-by-visual-example
paradigm.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the med-
ical image collection, Section 3 describes our text indexing approach, Section 4
presents the visual indexing strategies, Section 5 discusses the multimodal in-
dexing approach for visual queries, and finally, conclusions and future works are
outlined in Section 6.
2 The Data Set
The medical retrieval task of ImageCLEF 2012 is based on a subset of PubMed
Central papers, containing 305,000 images extracted from biomedical articles.
Participants have access to the selected images as well as all content of the
corresponding articles. This year, a set of 22 topics was released for evaluation
of the retrieval systems, where each one is composed of a variable number of
images and associated text in 4 languages.
3 Text Indexing
Images in the collection belong to a medical article, so they can be indexed
using the surrounding text content. Our goal was to build a term-document
matrix using a vector space model with the Okapi-BM25 weighting scheme [6].
We developed an indexing tool using the Natural Language Toolkit for Python
[1], which provides a clean API and extensive functionalities for common text
processing tasks.
The text representation adopted in this work included information from the
title of the paper and the image caption, which can be found in the XML file
corresponding to each image in the data set. With that, a text corpus for the
image collection was built, and standard text processing operations were applied,
including tokenization, stemming, and stop-word removal. These operations de-
termined the initial list of indexing terms.
We designed a prunning criterion to discard irrelevant terms from the initial
list, thus, preserving only the most informative ones. A limit for the number of
terms was established depending on their document frequency. If it is outside of
a predefined interval, the term is removed from the indexing list. The thresholds
were computed according to a minimum and maximum number of documents in
which a term is allowed to occur. The criterion is as follows:
keep(t) =
(
true if min < dft < max
false otherwise
(1)
where dft is the number of documents that contain the term t, and min
and max are parameters that define the minimum and maximum number of
documents in which the term should appear. The definitive list of indexing terms
is obtained by applying this rule, which is very useful to limit the dimensionality
of the resulting vector space for indexing.
The term-document matrix is built using term frequencies in each document,
and Okapi-BM25 [6] is used to highlight the importance of the most relevant
terms. Usually, BM25 is used as a ranking function that involves di↵erent fac-
tors including: term frequencies, inverse document frequencies, and the length of
both, the document and the query. However, in our approach, we wanted to use
the ideas of BM25 as a term weighting scheme so that we can apply further pro-
cesses to the term-document matrix (such as multimodal fusion). The following
equation describes the BM25-based term weighting used:
weight(t, d) =

log
N
dft
 
·
24 (k1 + 1) tft,d
k1
⇣
(1  b) + b
⇣
Ld
Lavg
⌘⌘
+ tft,d
35 (2)
where tft,d is the frequency of term t in document d, Ld and Lavg are the
length of document d and the average document length in the collection, re-
spectively, and, k1 and b are positive tuning parameters to calibrate the term
frequency scaling. We fixed k1 = 1.5 and b = 0.75 according to the suggestions
presented by Manning et al. [6]. For queries, we only used term frequencies with-
out weighting, and the dot product similarity score was employed for document
ranking.
3.1 Results
We submitted 2 textual runs using the indexing strategy described above, with
the goal of evaluating the di↵erence in performance after pruning the list of
indexing terms. In both cases, we set a minimum frequency of 20 documents
in which a term should be present to keep it in the list. The first experiment
used 20,000 documents as maximum frequency, and the second experiment used
5,000 documents. These parameters resulted in vector spaces with approximately
28,000 and 18,000 dimensions, respectively.
Table 1. Retrieval performance of the submitted runs in the Medical Ad-hoc Image-
Based Retrieval Task, using textual queries.
Run Position MAP P@10
unal.text.bm25.20000 1 0.2182 0.3409
unal.text.bm25.5000 14 0.2045 0.2955
Extra (50,000) N.A. 0.1991 0.3318
An additional experiment was evaluated after the competition finished to
assess the contribution of the pruning strategy with respect to a longer list
of terms. This experiment used 50,000 documents as maximum frequency, and
produced a list of 29,000 terms. Notice how the number of indexing terms is
controlled by the use of these two parameters, which remove rare terms as well
as too common terms. We used this property to control the dimensionality of
the resulting term-document matrix for further analysis, as is described later in
Section 5.
Table 1 reports performance measures for the three experiments, the two first
submitted to the o cial pooling and a third experiment run after the challenge.
These results show the impact of the pruning strategy in the precision of the
retrieval task, showing how the performance decreases by keeping or removing
the wrong terms. The best response was obtained by the index limited by a
frequency of 20,000 documents. This result ranked first in the category of textual
experiments, and is the second best performance overall in the poolings for adhoc
image-based medical retrieval.
Our second submission used 18,633 indexing terms, resulting in a significant
dimensionality reduction, but also an important reduction in performance. This
di↵erence dropped the MAP performance in about 6%, leaving this experiment
in the position number 14. However, notice that keeping more terms than those
actually needed, can hurt the general retrieval precision even more. The addi-
tional experiment shows that a slight increase in the number of terms resulted
in a decrease in performance of about 9%.
4 Visual Indexing
Our research group is currently leading an initiative to develop a framework for
large scale image analysis for academic and scientific applications. The frame-
work, named BIGS[8], is implemented in the Java programming language and
integrates a wide variety of image processing tools, including feature extraction
and learning algorithms. One of the most remarkable characteristics of BIGS is
that it can easily run in a distributed environment with heterogeneous computing
resources, from laptop and desktop computers to high-performance servers.
Obtaining a good quality representation for image contents in large databases
is a challenging task, and BIGS was used to tune up image indexes by conducting
experiments on the ImageCLEFmed 2011 data set. The experiments were run on
di↵erent servers scattered throughout our lab, using BIGS to process all images
stored on an HBase NoSQL database1. In spite of the large size of the image
collection, having an lightweight experimental lifecycle as provided by BIGS was
key to be able to gain understanding on how to better tune up image indexes.
As a result, we designed two indexes for content-based image retrieval for
this year’s data set, focusing on including spatial information in the representa-
tion, since it can help to better discriminate medical image arrangements. The
Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) [3] was used as basic low-level
characteristic in both indexes, since it has demonstrated good performance in
image retrieval tasks, while keeping a small and compact representation.
4.1 Spatial Pyramid CEDD
The CEDD descriptor is a compact representation of the image content, consist-
ing in a histogram of 144 bins to codify information of colors and edges. The
small size of this descriptor makes it an excellent choice for indexing large scale
image collections. This descriptor has been previously evaluated in the context
of medical image retrieval at ImageCLEF, exhibiting a competitive performance
due to the variety of image modalities and visual configurations in this data set.
We extended this representation by computing the CEDD descriptor in a
recursive partition of the image in quadrants, forming a pyramid of spatially
organized regions [5]. We employed a configuration using the full image plus 2
pyramid levels, which results in 21 spatially distributed regions, ending up in a
visual representation with 3,024 features. These descriptors were computed from
high-resolution images, i.e., as they are distributed in the ImageCLEFmed data
set.
This descriptor was computed by the BIGS framework using 40 workers de-
ployed in several computers at our lab. The total time required to index the full
image collection of 305,000 images using this strategy was 37 minutes. Finally,
the similarity between two images is calculated on this descriptor using the Tani-
moto coe cient. Assuming that x and y are vector representations of the spatial
pyramids for two images, this is computed as:
TD = t(x, y) =
xT y
xTx+ yT y   xT y (3)
4.2 Spatial Bag-of-Features
An image index using the bag-of-features representation [4] was introduced in
our experiments as well. The bag-of-features methodology is comprised of 3 main
procedures: extraction of local features from images, construction of a dictionary
of visual words, and the computation of the histogram for each image. Spatial
layouts can be added to enhance the representation with the relative position of
words in the image plane. In that sense, this representation incorporates local,
1 http://hbase.apache.org/
low-level information of images as well as global, spatially distributed arrange-
ments.
For local features, we extracted blocks of 32⇥32 pixels on a regular grid and
the CEDD descriptor is computed in these patches. The k-means algorithm is
used to cluster a large sample of patches extracted from the collection, for build-
ing a dictionary of 5,000 visual terms. The histogram is constructed by counting
the occurrence of dictionary words in each image. Besides the global counting of
visual patterns, each image is also split in 3 horizontal, non-overlapping strips,
and an additional histogram is computed there to estimate the spatial distri-
bution of visual words. This results in four bag-of-features histograms that are
bounded together in a single image descriptor with 20,000 features.
This representation was also computed using the BIGS framework with 40
workers deployed in several computers at our lab. The total time required to ex-
tract this representation for all images in the collection was 116 minutes, which
is less than one hour and a half. The similarity measure computed for this rep-
resentation is the histogram intersection, for two images with histograms x and
y:
KHI(x, y) =
nX
i=1
min {xi, yi} (4)
4.3 Visual Queries with Multiple Images
The topics proposed for this year’s challenge included 22 di↵erent queries with
multiple images, some of them with 6 or even 7 example images. Since a single
ranking is required for queries with multiple image examples, a similarity in-
tegration rule was employed. The similarity score for a database image d with
respect to a multi-image query q = {q1, q2, ..., qn}, is obtained as follows:
score(d, q) =
nX
k=1
similarity(d, qk) (5)
4.4 Results
We submitted two runs, one using the spatial pyramid of CEDD features and
another with the spatial bag-of-features. The results are reported in Table 2, and
shows that the spatial pyramid obtains a significantly better performance than
the bag-of-features, both in general precision (MAP) and early precision (P@10
and P@30). The di↵erence can also be observed in the positions obtained by
these experiments in the general poolings, the spatial pyramid was ranked 3rd,
whereas the bag-of-features was ranked 14th.
The spatial pyramid extension for the CEDD descriptor demonstrated to be
an e↵ective representation to discriminate more relevant images in this task. In
addition, computing the spatial pyramid did not result in an excessive load of
both, computational e↵ort and representation length. This representation is still
very light to compute with respect to the bag-of-features and keeps a compact
descriptor with about 3,000 features.
In our preliminary experiments, we observed that adding a spatial layout
on the image representation improves the performance of the medical image re-
trieval task. The two visual representations proposed in this work include spatial
information using recursive computations of the same descriptor in partitions of
the image. One of the reasons the spatial pyramid CEDD presented better per-
formance than the bag-of-features is because of the level of granularity in the
recursive partition, that allows to introduce more spatial details. This can be
achieved because of the short length of the original CEDD descriptor, as opposed
to the large dictionary of visual features that we employed in these experiments.
Table 2. Performance measures of the submitted runs in the Medical Ad-hoc Image-
Based Retrieval Task for visual queries.
Run Position MAP P@10 P@30
unal.visual.pyramidal.cedd.tanimoto 3 0,0073 0,0636 0,05
unal.visual.spatial.bof.3x1 14 0,0033 0,0455 0,0364
5 Multimodal Indexing for Visual Queries
One of our motivations to design textual and visual indexes for medical image
collections is to develop a multimodal framework to integrate both modalities in a
common representation. We focus our attention to the specific case of enhancing
visual search functionalities by introducing available text information into the
visual index. Thus, the goal is to improve the retrieval response using multimodal
information even when users search with example images only.
In this work, we employed a multimodal latent factors model proposed in [2]
for learning the relationships between visual features and text terms. The method
is based on a matrix factorization algorithm, that proceeds with a multimodal
decomposition of the visual and text matrices on a training data set. The matrix
factorization problem is defined as follows:
min
P,Q,H
1
2
⇣
kV   PHk2F + kT  QHk2F +  
⇣
kPk2F + kQk2F + kHk2F
⌘⌘
(6)
where V 2 Rn⇥` is the matrix of n visual features for ` training examples,
T 2 Rm⇥` is the matrix of textual information with m terms, P 2 Rn⇥r is
the transformation from the visual space to a multimodal space with r factors,
Q 2 Rm⇥r is the transformation from the textual space to the multimodal space,
and H 2 Rr⇥` is the multimodal latent representation for the training images.
  is a regularization parameter for this learning problem.
The solution to this problem presented in [2] is an online matrix factorization
algorithm that can be scaled up to large data sets. This is specially useful for the
ImageCLEFmed 2012 collection, which has a large number of images that can be
used for learning multimodal relationships between visual and textual informa-
tion. When the linear transformation functions P and Q have been learned, new
images can be projected to the multimodal space using the following equation:
h =
 
PTP + ⇠QTQ
  1
PT v (7)
where h is the multimodal representation for an image with visual features
v, and ⇠ is a regularization parameter. The purpose of using these algorithms is
to obtain a multimodal latent factor representations for all images, even if they
do not have available text annotations, as may be the case of the queries. Using
the multimodal representation, the ranking of images is computed using the dot
product similarity measure, which indicates the extent to which two images share
the same latent factors.
This strategy has demonstrated to be an e↵ective method to learn multimodal
relationships from image collections with attached texts, resulting in a data-
driven representation for images that incorporates both modalities. Previous
studies have shown important performance gains for these approaches, since
visual features are complemented by the semantics of text descriptions, providing
an enhanced mechanism of representing images.
5.1 Results
To construct a multimodal index for image search, we employed the matrices of
text terms and visual features described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. More
specifically, we used the term-document matrix with 18,000 terms weighted with
Okapi-BM25, and the visual matrix with 3,024 spatial pyramid CEDD features.
One of the reasons we were interested in designing textual and visual indexes
with bounded dimensionality is to reduce the computational cost of learning
multimodal relationships.
The online multimodal matrix factorization (OMMF) algorithm was trained
with the full collection of images in this challenge, i.e., using the 305,000 images
with their corresponding text annotations. An implementation of the algorithm
in the Java programming language was employed, which decomposed the matri-
ces of 18,000 rows for text data, and 3,024 rows for visual data, with 305,000
columns in both cases, in 131 minutes in average. This algorithm has been de-
signed to learn from as many examples as possible in a short time.
To tune up the learning algorithm and determine appropriate parameters for
the factorization, experiments were conducted with the ImageCLEFmed 2011
collection. We found good parameters to solve queries in the previous year’s
challenge, that included 600 multimodal latent factors and other regularization
parameters as needed. The criteria to select parameters for this algorithm is
to observe improvements with respect to the direct visual matching, i.e., with
respect to the visual indexing methods presented in Section 4, since the queries
used in this experiment are also based on example images only.
Table 3. Performance results for multimodal indexing to solve visual queries. The first
row reports the baseline method based on visual features only. The second row presents
the results of the run submitted to the o cial poolings. The third row reports the result
of an additional experiment run o↵ competition.
Run Position MAP Improvement P@10 Rel-Ret
unal.visual.pyramidal.cedd.tanimoto 3 0,0073 N.A. 0,0636 117
unal.cedd.factorization.600 19 0,0024 -67.1% 0,0091 45
Additional experiment N.A. 0.0087 +19.2% 0.0182 137
With the parameters that showed improvements in the 2011 collection, we
prepared and submitted a run to the o cial poolings. Table 3 reports the results
of this submission, as well as two other experiments for comparison. The first
experiment in the Table is our baseline method, based on direct matching of
visual features. The second result is the performance of the prepared run that
has shown a decrease in performance with respect to the baseline. This loss is
mainly explained by the use of parameters tuned to improve the performance in
the 2011 challenge.
There are several di↵erences between the challenge of 2011 and 2012. First,
the nature of the proposed topics varied significantly, as this year’s queries in-
cluded more example images per topic, in average. Second, the size of the collec-
tion was increased, which resulted in bigger matrices in both dimensions. Third,
this year’s visual queries seem to be more di cult to answer, judging by the
relative decrease in MAP observed in the results from 2011 to 2012. All these
aspects may require a di↵erent configuration for the learning algorithm, in order
to make it e↵ective to retrieve more relevant results.
The results reported in the third row of Table 3 present the performance
measures for an additional experiment run o↵ competition to estimate the po-
tential of the OMMF algorithm to improve upon the baseline. This result was
obtained by tuning the algorithm parameters more appropriately for this year’s
task, and shows an important relative improvement.
The main goal of a multimodal algorithm in this context is to extract mean-
ingful relationships between visual features and text terms. An additional chal-
lenge that makes the multimodal indexing strategy di cult to setup correctly,
is attributed to the properties of the textual modality, which is very noisy and
unstructured. Extracting semantic information useful for image analysis in this
condition is still a very interesting research problem that requires further anal-
ysis.
6 Conclusions And Future Work
This paper presented the participation of the Bioingenium research group of Uni-
versidad Nacional de Colombia in the ad-hoc image-based medical retrieval task
at ImageCLEF 2012. We submitted 5 runs: 2 textual and 3 visual, from which
one was ranked first in the text modality and another was ranked third in the vi-
sual modality. These results were obtained by incorporating simple and e↵ective
extensions to well-known strategies for this task. We also explored multimodal
indexing to answer visual queries, which is a very challenging and interesting
research problem, that still requires further analysis. We believe that this is a
promising research direction for improving image search systems, and the study
of these models are the focus of our future research.
One of the main di culties of this year’s challenge was the size of the
database, which required e cient computational tools to process and index the
collection. In this work, we supported all of our visual indexing experiments on
a distributed computing framework for large scale image analysis, named BIGS
[8]. This framework allowed us to accelerate the exploration of visual indexing
strategies, and investigate new image representation designs, such as the spatial
pyramid CEDD that ranked third among 36 other experiments. We also used
online learning algorithms for extracting multimodal relationships e ciently by
training with the full collection of medical images in short execution times.
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